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ORGANIZATIONS DEPENDING ON DQE OVER THE PAST 25 YEARS...

Adventist Health

Advocate Health

Alliance HealthCare

American Red Cross

Banner Health

Baylor Scott & White Health

Carolinas HealthCare

Covenant Health

Duke University Health

Eli Lilly & Company

Emory University Hospital

GE Global Research

IBM Corporation

Innovis Health

Intermountain Health Care 

IU Health

Kaiser Permanente

Loyola University Health

Mayo Clinic Health

New York-Presbyterian Healthcare

PeaceHealth

Veteran’s Health Administration

Seton Healthcare Family

Signature HealthCARE

Tenet Healthcare Corporation

Trinity Health

UPMC

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Army

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Marines

U.S. Navy

Wellmont Health

WellStar Health

Wise Health

And 1,000’s more!

Thank you for taking time to review our catalog. With each new addition, we reinforce our commitment to  
healthcare emergency preparedness by adding practical and relevant products that support your organization’s goals.

Since 1990, DQE has been leading the way with its practical approach to emergency preparedness, working to save 
hospitals time and money in their effort toward becoming “disaster resilient”. Our in-house experts and staff are 
some of the best in the industry, who bring their experience, passion and knowledge in various fields of health & 
safety, emergency management & response, and product & educational services design. This unique experience brings 
with it a unique capability to serve the various facets of healthcare preparedness. We live and breathe emergency 
preparedness through our vast product and supply selection, providing training for your staff, and assisting you in 
building compliant policies and procedures.  

We hope to partner with you in all the ways you need in sustaining a manageable emergency preparedness program at 
your facility. We appreciate the role you play in serving your community’s safety and health, and because of this, we 
remain tireless in our desire to help you to become Ready Now for What’s Next™

Yours Truly,

The DQE Team

DQE® - EXPERIENCE YOU CAN DEPEND ON 
OVER 25 YEARS IN HEALTHCARE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
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ORDERING WITH DQE IS EASY!
Order online at www.dqeready.com where you can upload a purchase order or purchase  
by credit card (we accept VISA, Mastercard, Discover, and American Express).

Submit a purchase order via fax at 317-295-9822 or email at orders@dqeready.com.

Give our customer service representatives a call at 800-355-4628.
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SETTING UP A DECONTAMINATION AREA

View the products that make up this decon area at 
www.dqeready.com/Decontamination-Setup

WASTE MANAGEMENT
To have a safe and orderly decon area, all waste must be properly 
contained until it can be evaluated and disposed of in accordance with a 
variety of local and federal guidelines. Receptacles for both solid and 
liquid waste must be provided throughout the decon corridor. A flexible 
water bladder makes an excellent water storage vessel as it can 
accommodate greater volumes than traditional barrels and requires  
less storage space (considering their volume). See page 11.

DECON CORRIDOR 
The placement of equipment within 
the decon corridor is critical. There 
are many aspects that must be 
considered. Proximity to utilities, 
lighting, and accessibility for victims 
are important considerations, but the 
most important is organizing the 
decon area with responder safety as 
your number one priority. A ground 
tarp or colored zone tarp is an easy 
way to visually identify the 
boundaries of the decon corridor as 
well as the resulting quadrants: warm 
zone, cold zone, clean side, and dirty 
side. See page 14.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Personal protective equipment is the most important component of your 
decon arsenal. If your responders are not provided with, and trained in, the 
use of appropriate PPE, you may be forced to rescue your rescuers. DQE offers 
several options for PPE and respirators. See page 18.
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For more information call 800-355-4628 or visit www.dqeready.com

CLOTHING REMOVAL
By providing victims with personal privacy garments, clothing can be removed prior to 
entering the decon shower, significantly improving the patient throughput of your 
shower system. DQE Doff-it® and Don-it® Personal Privacy Kits provide oversized 
garments that allow the victims to undress under the garment while maintaining 
modesty. These kits are color-coded and designated for pre- and post-decon for each 
phase of an emergency decontamination operation. See page 16.

LIGHTING
Decontamination doesn’t always occur during the day. 
Make sure you have appropriate lighting to safely work 
within the decon area. A single Luminite Inflatable Light 
Tower can provide enough light for the entire decon area  
— even providing light for victims within the shower. 
Having a good light source also enables your facility to 
train at night — allowing you to engage night-shift team 
members. See page 37.

ACCOMMODATING ALL TYPES OF VICTIMS
Being able to accommodate more than one victim at a time is critical in 
multiple casualty chemical events. Consideration must be given not only 
to walking victims, but those that might have to be seated or 
decontaminated on a backboard. An additional collection pool and rollers 
are a very cost-effective and easy way to provide for non-ambulatory 
victims. See page 7.
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Standard Decontamination Shower System  
The “Standard” in decontamination showers, this system is the leading stand-alone solution for patient decon. The Standard 
Decon Shower meets the flow rates, spray pattern, and other performance characteristics set by the ANSI/ISEA 113-2013 
standard. System includes shower with two vinyl carry bags, Standard Collection Pool (4' x 8'), and two Elevation Grids.

HMK1101A  System with Aluminum-frame Standard Collection Pool

HMK1101S System with Steel-frame Standard Collection Pool

HM1001C  Shower with Enclosure (no pool)

HM1001CB Shower (no pool or enclosure)

System Specifications:

Shower
•  Total output: 16.8 gpm (4.2 gpm per shower head)
•  Dimensions: assembled – 42" x 36" x 84";  

unassembled – 74" x 27" x 27" 
• Weight: 104 lb
• Water inlet: standard garden hose

Pool
•  See Standard Collection Pool HM1048, page 10

Elevation Grids
• See Elevation Grid HM1023, page 14

Shower Features:

•  Unique quick-connects for fast assembly
• Fully collapsible design
•  Four shower heads plus an independent 

hand-held sprayer
•  Durable, chemical-resistant shower 

enclosure
•  Translucent roof panel to allow light into 

shower for safety
•  Shower stores and transports in two vinyl 

carry bags

STANDARD DECONTAMINATION SHOWER SYSTEM  

DQE’s leading portable decontamination shower. Quick set-up, patient privacy, thorough 

decontamination, and easy clean-up makes this shower the perfect choice for healthcare providers.

Add the Easy Roller Upgrade 
(HM1045) to the Collection 
Pool to decontaminate non-
ambulatory patients.

Independent hand-held sprayer 
for hard to reach places.

Easily removable 
shower heads for 
simple cleaning.

Translucent roof panel allows 
light into shower for safety.

View Video  
Key Features and Assembly Process

www.dqeready.com/StandardDeconShower

DQE proudly manufactures 
all of its decontamination 
showers in the USA.

DECONTAMINATION
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Easy Roller™ Upgrade HM1045
Designed exclusively for the DQE 4' x 8' Standard Collection Pool (steel or aluminum).

Backboard not included.

Purchase if you already own a 
Standard Decon Shower HM1001C or 
Standard Decon Shower System 
HMK1101

Purchase if you already own a 
Standard Collection Pool 
HM1048

Easy Roller™ Non-Ambulatory Decon System
Easily decontaminate non-ambulatory patients. Four independent rollers mount to the pool frame in 
seconds and allow a backboard to pass over the pool with minimal effort. System includes Standard 
Collection Pool, four stainless steel rollers, safety stops, and vinyl carry bag for rollers.

  HMK11045A  System with Aluminum-frame 
Standard Collection Pool

  HMK11045S  System with Steel-frame  
Standard Collection Pool

  HM1045   Rollers only, includes vinyl  
carry bag

System Specifications:

Pool
•  Dimensions: unfolded - 48" x 96" x 14"; 

folded - 48" x 14" x 14"
Easy Rollers (4)
•  Dimensions: each – 49" long;  

in storage bag - 52" x 8" x 8"
•  Weight: 37 lb
•  Load capacity: 300 lb

System Specifications:

Shower, Pool, Grids
•  See Standard Decontamination Shower 

System HMK1101, page 6
Privacy Corridor
•  Dimensions: assembled – 144" x 48" x 84"; 

unassembled – 74" x 9" x 9"
•  Weight: 65 lb
•  Material: chemical resistant vinyl

Decon Privacy Corridor System 
This tailored, durable enclosure and Standard 
Decontamination Shower creates a decon system 
of three private chambers for each stage in the 
decon process. Victims disrobe and prepare for 
showering in stall one, shower in stall two, then 
proceed to stall three to dry off, don gown, and 
prepare for further treatment or transport. 
Translucent roof panels allow light into the 
corridor for safety every step of the way. The 
Decon Privacy Corridor System includes the 
Standard Decontamination Shower System, Decon 
Privacy Corridor, and a vinyl carry bag. 

HMK1300A    System with Aluminum-frame  
Standard Collection Pool

HMK1300     System with Steel-frame Standard  
Collection Pool

HM1003   Privacy Corridor Enclosure only

Decon Privacy Corridor Upgrade  HM1003
Fits over HM1001C Standard Decontamination Shower — upgrades the single stall shower  
to three private stalls for disrobing, showering, and dressing, increasing decon throughput.

View Video  
Key Features and Assembly Process

www.dqeready.com/DeconPrivacyCorridor

800-355-4628 | www.dqeready.comDECONTAMINATION

DECONTAMINATION
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DECONTAMINATION

Shower Features:

•  Modular design adjusts to each incident  
(1-4 stalls)

•  At least three showerheads per stall  
(2.5 gpm each)

•  Two independent hand-held sprayers for 
additional capacity

•  Durable construction allows for  
repeated use

•  Includes decon identification flag
•  Easy transport and deployment from four 

durable vinyl bags
•  Five divider curtains

System Specifications:

Shower
•  Four stalls
•  Total output: 35 gpm
•  Dimensions: assembled – 120" x 36" x 84";  

unassembled – 87" x 35" x 26"
•  Weight: 180 lb (divided among four  

carry bags)
•  Water inlet: standard garden hose

Pool
•  See Flexible Containment Pool HM10126,  

page 11

Elevation Grids

•  See Elevation Grid HM1022, page 14

MASCAS® Shower System  HMK4101 
The MASCAS Shower can be set up quickly and easily expanded to decontaminate multiple individuals simultaneously using 1-4 shower stalls and 2 additional 
hand-held sprayers. Divider curtains separate individual stalls for privacy. Unlike most mass casualty systems costing $10,000 - $20,000 and more, the DQE 
system is designed for cost-effective deployment as needed, delivering maximum flexibility and value. System includes MASCAS Shower and Flexible Containment 
Pool with vinyl carry bags, and MASCAS Elevation Grids.

HM4000  MASCAS Shower only  

Specifications:

• Total output: 2.5 gpm

•  Dimensions: assembled – 44.5" x 6" x 2.5"; 
unassembled – 25" x 6" x 2.5"

• Weight: 3 lb

Decon Wand  HM6006 
The perfect accessory to easily expand your existing system, or use alone for 
small-scale decon procedures. Simply connect this hand-held device to a standard 
garden hose and you are ready to begin. Wand disassembles into two pieces for 
compact storage, and assembles with quick-connect coupling. Valve allows for 
shutoff and water flow adjustment. Includes mesh bag for storage.

DQE® DECON SHOWER QUALITY GUARANTEE
We stand behind the quality of DQE decontamination showers. Our decon showers carry a lifetime 
warranty against manufacturing and material defects. We offer one free replacement part over 
the life of any shower we manufacture (part code from product insert required).
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   Each Kit Contains:

•  Heavy-duty vinyl carry bag
•  Decon Wand
•  Compact Water Supply Hose
•  Splash Suit Personal Protection Kit (2)
•   Don-it® Post-Decon Personal Privacy Kit for 

victims (4)
•  Collection bags for contaminated clothing (4)
•  Decon Shower Sponge
•  Liquid soap
•  Waterproof decontamination instructions

Decon in a Bag® HM6000 
Everything you need to perform gross decontamination in one convenient carry bag. Ideal for 
responders and facilities with limited HazMat resources (critical access hospitals, EMS, public 
health clinics, schools, and urgent care centers). Each kit contains all the necessary equipment 
for simple, yet effective decontamination. The kit includes waterproof decontamination 
instructions for easy reference throughout the procedure.

DQE HEALTHCARE TRAINING & CONSULTING SPOTLIGHT 
Decontamination Training:

Decontamination readiness is an essential capability for ensuring the safety of hospital staff 
during any hazardous substances incident. OSHA requires that hospitals provide ongoing 
training (Awareness, Operations, and Refresher) to personnel who are expected to 
decontaminate or interact with contaminated victims.

Our goal is to help hospitals attain a real, working level of decontamination preparedness and 
support that effort over time.

DQE Offers:

• Hospital Decon Site Survey

• Awareness Level Training

• Operations Level Training

• Decon Instructor Development Training

• What’s Next Decon Sustainment Program

• Refresher Training

• Online Decon Training

• Emergency Decon Operations Planning

• Hospital Decontamination Drill
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DECONTAMINATION

WATER COLLECTION  
Pools, liners, barrels, and bladders for decon wastewater collection and leak containment.

Standard Collection Pool
The ideal collection pool for your decontamination equipment. This large volume framed pool 
is sturdy enough to support a victim on a backboard and can hold two DQE Standard Showers 
for dual decontamination. The pool folds for easy storage and features integrated carry 
handles for quick deployment. The heavy-duty, 22oz. vinyl, chemical resistant liner can be 
replaced as needed. Each pool holds two elevation grids (see page 14).

HM1048AB  Aluminum-frame Standard Collection Pool

HM1048SB  Steel-frame Standard Collection Pool

HM1050  Replacement liner

Compact Collection Pool
Designed for use with all DQE single-stall showers, this pool is best 
for limited-space applications. Same sturdy design as the Standard 
Collection Pool, but half the length. Holds one elevation grid (see 
page 14).

HM1044AB  Aluminum-frame Compact Collection Pool

HM1044SB  Steel-frame Compact Collection Pool

HM1051    Replacement liner

Specifications:

•   Dimensions: unfolded – 48" x 96" x 14"; folded – 48" x 14" x 14"
•  Weight: aluminum frame – 47 lb, steel frame – 63 lb
•  Capacity: 300 gallon

Specifications:

•  Dimensions: unfolded – 4' x 46" x 14"; folded – 4' x 8" x 14"
•  Weight: aluminum frame – 32 lb, steel frame – 37 lb
•  Capacity: 150 gallon

Don’t Forget...
 Electric Water Pump page 13
 Wastewater Hose page 13
 Water Supply Hose page 13
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Flexible Wastewater Tank  
Fully collapsible wastewater bladder is convenient to use and folds flat for easy storage. Inlets 
sized for standard garden hose with 1.5" ball valve for drainage. Tank made of 22 oz chemical-
resistant vinyl. Custom sizes are available.

HM150B 150 gallon – 48" x 60" x 12" (filled) - Weight: 16 lb (unfilled), single inlet 

HM1000B 1000 gallon – 144" x 84" x 24" (filled) - Weight: 37 lb (unfilled), duel inlet

Decon Wastewater Barrel  HM450
Closed-head drum constructed of high-molecular, FDA approved polyethylene. Crack-resistant 
walls are .125" thick; will not rust or corrode.

Foam Wall Containment Pool  HM1081
Quick deploying collection pool for versatile use in decon and HazMat operations. This vinyl 
containment pool has sturdy foam side walls for durable containment of spills and decon runoff. 
Custom sizes available.

Flexible Containment Pool  
An inexpensive, quick deploying collection pool for versatile use in decon and HazMat  
operations. This heavy-duty 18 oz. vinyl fabric is highly resistant to tears and punctures, folds up 
compactly for storage, and can be decontaminated for reuse. Unless otherwise noted, sides and rims 
are self-supported, requiring no additional wall support during use. Custom sizes and colors 
available.

HM1040 30" x 30" x 4", 14 gallon capacity

HM1041 4' x 4' x 4", 36 gallon capacity

HM1042   5' x 5' x 4", 56 gallon capacity

HM1043    5' x 10' x 4", 122 gallon capacity - Sidewall angled support straps and embedded 
vertical stiffening pegs included. Brass tie-down grommets in each corner.

HM10126    5.5' x 11' x 6", 213 gallon capacity - Sidewall aluminum support brackets included.

Disposable Collection Pool  HM1049  
This Disposable Collection Pool is designed for single incident use. The pre-attached liner with 
double-wall cardboard frame sets up quickly and allows the unit to be simply folded up and  
discarded after the incident. The liner is made of heavy, 12mil UV-resistant polyethylene.

   Specifications:

•  Dimensions: 23" x 35.8"
•  Capacity: 55 gallon
•  Weight: 26 lb
•  BPA- free

   Specifications:

•  Dimensions: 2.5' x 5' x 4"
•  Fits under Equipment Decon Station (HM1080)

 

•  Made of 22 oz. vinyl
•  Weight: 8 lb

   Specifications:

•  Dimensions: unfolded, 5' x 5' x 13"; folded, 22" x 32" x 6"
•  Weight: 11 lb
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DECON BRUSHES
Short Handled Brush  HMS1522
This short handled, chemical resistant brush is 
designed to fit your hand for easy cleanup. This 
highly durable brush is excellent for remediation 
and equipment decontamination. Stiff polyester 
bristles. Bristle block dimensions: 3" x 10". 
Bristle length: 1.3".

Tool Brush  HMS1523
Stiff-bristled tool brush for decontaminating hard to reach 
surfaces. Excellent for cleaning respirators,  
helmets, monitors, or other HazMat  
equipment. Stiff polyester bristles.  
Bristle length: 1". Brush length: 11".

Round Scrub Brush  HMS1521
Multi-purpose stiff bristled brush  
that can be used in suit and  
equipment decon.

Decon Responder Brush  HM550 
Long-handled, stiff-bristled brush enables responders 
to thoroughly decontaminate equipment and 
protective suits prior to doffing.  
Natural bristles resist high heat  
and acids. Bristle fiber softens  
when wet. Bristle length: 2".  
Handle length: 20".

Decon Shower Sponge  HM556 
Disposable, long-handled sponge allows victims 
to decon themselves gently, yet thoroughly.

Chemical Resistant Decon Brush
Used for decontamination of HazMat suits. Flow-thru capability. Has soft 
nylex bristles that are gentle on protective gear, and are high heat and 
chemical resistant. For use with either the Decon Brush Handle (HM544) 
or the Telescoping Decon Brush Handle (HM545). Bristle colors may vary.

HM542 Chemical Resistant Decon Brush - 8” 
HM543 Chemical Resistant Decon Brush - 10”

Telescoping Flow-Thru Decon Brush Handle  HM545
For use with decon brush heads. Length extends from 38" to 71". Flow-thru 
capability has water on/off switch. Has soft grips for comfortable handling.

Supersoft Decon Brush
Used for decontaminating skin or HazMat suits. Flow-thru capability. 
For use with either the Decon Brush Handle (HM544) or the 
Telescoping Decon Brush Handle (HM545).

HM540  Supersoft Decon Brush - 8"
HM541  Supersoft Decon Brush - 10"

DECONTAMINATION

Decon Brush Handle  HM544 
60" handle for use with DQE brush heads. Standard duty 
fiberglass 15/16" pole handle.
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Manual Water Pump  HM1061 
Foot-activated operation. Chemical resistant Neoprene diaphragm and 
Delrin body. Comes complete with two 6' lengths. Solid brass, standard 
garden hose fittings. Total output: 10 gpm. 

DECON ACCESSORIES
Compact Water Supply Hose  
HM202
White 50', flat, rolled hose. This durable 
hose minimizes storage without 
reducing flow capacity. 0.625" i.d. 
Standard garden hose fittings.

Wastewater Hose  HM1065 
Red 25' heavy-duty hose connects to 
both our electric and manual water 
pumps and directs contaminated water 
to wastewater container. 0.5" i.d. with 
solid brass standard garden hose 
fittings. Custom lengths available.

Water Supply Hose  HM200
Grey 50', heavy-duty hose. For use 
with hot or cold water. 0.5" i.d. with 
solid brass standard garden hose 
fittings. Custom lengths available.

Fire Hose Reducing Manifold  RV100 
Constructed of schedule 80 PVC piping and durable brass spigots, 
this manifold reduces a 1.5" fire hose  
down to four standard garden hose  
spigots. Connects to fire  
hose using attached alloy  
swivel adapter. Rated for  
max 235 psi.

Single Shower Fire Hose Reducing Kit  HM208
Reduces a 1.5" NHT fire hose to one standard  
male garden hose fitting. Includes  
pressure-limiting valve and 8'  
heavy duty garden hose. Contact 
us for additional available hose  
lengths and reducer thread types  
and sizes.

Electric Water Pump  HM1060
Pumps water from collection pool to 
wastewater container (see page 11). Uses 
standard garden hose. 115V, 10 amp, 19 
gpm maximum output. Extension cord sold 
separately. 

Extension Cord  HM1070 (not shown)

12/3 gage extension cord that is safe for outdoor use with electric  
water pump or other decon equipment requiring electricity. Length: 50'. 
3 outlet female end. 

Sandbag  HM1075
Sandbags help to stabilize 
equipment and ground tarps in 
windy conditions. Dimensions:  
8.5" x 10" x 2". Weight - 5 lb.  
Pre-filled. Heavy-duty vinyl sealed. 
Attached carry handle. Hook strap 
to secure to equipment.

Grip-and-Spray Nozzle  HM213
Adjustable hand-held spray nozzle. Ideal for equipment decon. 
Compact and light weight, single hand operation. Adjustable twist 
control from forceful stream, to broad 
spray, to off. Rubber clad contour grip 
in high-visibility yellow, over a metal 
core. Brass spray tip. Compatible with 
all DQE decon shower systems. Standard 
garden hose connection.

Fan Spray Nozzle  HM214
Hand-held broad fan drenching nozzle, ideal for victim decon. Less 
forceful drenching spray more suitable for exposed or sensitive body 
areas. Compact and lightweight, single 
hand operation with shut off lever. Rubber 
clad contour grip over metal core with 
stainless spray screen. Compatible with all 
DQE decon shower systems. Standard 
garden hose connection.

800-355-4628 | www.dqeready.comDECONTAMINATION
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DECONTAMINATION

Decon Sprayer
Easily apply soap solutions to responders during  
the decontamination process. Lightweight with  
shoulder strap. Pressure relief valve. No spill  
funnel top. Adjustable nozzle sprayer.

HM6210 2 Gallon

HM6211 1 Gallon

Dry-it™ Disposable Towels  HM705
The “it” is up to you!

Soft enough for skin, strong enough for 
spills, these versatile, disposable towels 
are made of soft, absorbent material 
and are ideal for drying victims after 
decontamination. Bath-towel size and 
extra absorbency mean they’re great for 
clean-up. They come in their own easy-
to-use dispenser box, so they’re simple 
to store and transport. 100 towels per 
roll.

Zone Tarp
Zone Tarps are available in various colors for designating zones in a 
decontamination corridor, triage, or other response areas. The 14 oz tarp fabric 
is resistant to cold weather, fraying and tearing. The zone tarps are waterproof 
and have built-in UV protection. Dimensions: 12' x 12'. 14 oz vinyl coated 
polyester. Tear and mildew resistant. Rust resistant brass grommets every 2' 
along all the edges and at corners. 
Additional colors, sizes, and vinyl 
weights are available, contact  
us for details. 

HM1035 Zone Tarp - Blue

HM1036 Zone Tarp - Red

HM1037 Zone Tarp - Yellow

HM1038 Zone Tarp - Green

HM1039 Zone Tarp - Black

Economy Ground Tarp  HM1030 
Provides splash protection for the decon 
area and protects pool bottoms from 
abrasion and puncture. Made of 3 oz woven 
polyethylene. Dimensions: 16' x 20'.

Sack-it™ Clean-Up Dispenser  
HM375 
Convenient and portable, this system allows contaminated clothing, 
linens or waste to be collected, contained and identified simply and 
affordably. Kit includes a folding bag holder  
and a box of 20 super-thick, 3-mil bags with 
draw-cord closure. Replacement bags available. 

Sack-it™ Clean-Up Bags  HM380 
Heavy-duty, 3-mil replacement bags with 
draw-cord closure. Bag includes writing 
space for listing contents. Box of 20.

Disposable Washcloths  HM706
Soft, disposable washcloths for use during 
decontamination. Dimensions: 10" x 10". 
Box of 40.

Safety Seals  RP700
Securely deters entry, yet is easily removed. 
Each plastic security seal has 30 locking 
positions. Self-locking plastic seal - no tools 
required. Numbered for record keeping 
purposes. Box of 20.

Elevation Grid
Prevents responders from standing in contaminated 
water. Constructed of durable polypropylene. 

HM1023    Elevation Grid - 36" x 24" x 
5.5", use two for Standard 
Collection Pool, one for 
Compact Collection Pool 

HM1022    MASCAS® Elevation Grid - 24" 
x 24" 2.75", use eight for 
MASCAS Collection Pool  

DECON ACCESSORIES

Storage Bin 

Handy storage for your HazMat 
personal protection equipment and 
supplies. High-density polyethylene 
with attached hinged cover opens and 
closes easily for ready access. Hand 
grips for carrying; non-slip bottom 
surface. Opening for lid security locks.

HM250    28" x 21" x 15" Storage 
Bin, Capacity: 3.6 cu. ft. 

HM255    34" x 24" x 20" Storage Bin, Capacity: 6.1 cu. ft.

Equipment Protection Mats 
HM1031
Use under elevation grids and decon pools 
to protect pool liners. Provides a clean 
protected area to lay equipment, tools and 
supplies during an emergency response 
event. 12 mil polyethylene. Dimensions: 
36" x 36". Box of 5.
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Zone Tape
Zone Tape creates a barrier to identify zones in a HazMat event. The tape is 
lightweight, but strong enough to be reused many times. Deploy rapidly by 
wrapping around trees, poles, and barrels; or it can be secured to walls or 
barricades. The hot zone is where the contaminated area is located. The warm 
zone is where the decontamination area is located. The cold zone is for post-
decon treatment or the command post. 500 foot roll.

HM4071   Hot Zone Tape

HM4072   Cold Zone Tape

HM4073   Warm Zone Tape

Barricade Tape 
Secures area during a HazMat incident.

HM405    “Hazardous Materials. Do Not Enter” - 500' 

HM415   “Caution” - 500'  

HM416   “Caution” - 300' 

Zone Tape Dispenser  HM408

Dispenser virtually eliminates problems with 
dispensing barricade tape. Easy unroll tape without 
tangling or dropping the roll. A built-in cutting edge 
conveniently cuts tape to the desired length. Holds 
500 or 1000 foot rolls of 3 inch wide barricade tape.

Decon Team Disposable Vests  IC1400

Decon vests identify the roles during a 
decontamination operation. Contains 17 vests: 
(1) Decon Unit Leader, (4) Decon Operations, 
(4) Decon Suit Support, (4) Decon Equipment 
Support, (4) Decon Security.

Cool Packs  RP606
Keep cool packs in hand for prolonged 
cooling in the zipper front cooling vests, 
concealable cooling vests, and decon team 
cooling vests. Cooling gel in the cool packs 
remains thermally stable at 59°F (15°C) 
during use. Recharges in 20 minutes or less. 
The cool packs are filled with a non-
chemical, non-toxic formula.

Decon Team Cooling Vests   
These vests are functional within ICS and provide decon team-specific 
identification as well as optional cooling comfort for those in, or out of, 
protective suits. Multiple vest sets include a Duffle bag. The Cool Packs 
that fit in the vest pockets are sold separately.

RP61012   Decon Team Cooling Vest - 12 pack 
Vest Set Contains 12 Cooling Vests: (1) Decon Team 
Leader, (2) Operations Team, (2) Suit Support, (3) 
Equipment Support, (4) Security

RP6105   Decon Team Cooling Vest - 5 pack 
Vest Set Contain 5 Cooling Vests: (1) Decon Team Leader, 
(2) Operations Team, (1) Suit Support, (1) Equipment 
Support.

RP6101  Blank Single

Additional Vest Labels Sold Separately:

RP610L1  Decon Team Leader

RP610L2  Operations Team

RP610L3  Suit Support

RP610L4  Equipment Support

RP610L5  Security
Decon Utility Stool  HM805
This Decon Stool is a quick and convenient way to 
introduce a seating option during the decon process. 
Integrated bucket provides storage for soap, brushes, 
sponges and other decon items. Stool made of sturdy, 
high-density, industrial-grade PVC. Rubber bucket is 
highly chemical resistant. Bright orange colored feet 
for increased visibility among other tools. Sturdy cross-
legs and moderate height provide stability while 
seated. Dimensions: base 21", height 23", seating 
surface 13" dia.

Emergency Warming Blankets  
HM701
Ultra light, ultra compact Mylar® blanket  
retains body heat for emergency warmth.  
Sold in packs of 5. Unfolded: 55" x 82",  
folded: 3" x 5" x 1".

Decon Clothes Bucket with Lid  HM350 
Prevents cross-contamination and 
secures personal items. Meets 
standards for collecting and 
containing waste items such as 
contaminated clothing and towels. 
Capacity: 5 gallon.
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Doff-it® Personal Privacy Kit – Adult  
The original — designed to increase patient compliance with clothing removal for 
decontamination. The Doff-it large over-garment lets patients disrobe while remaining 
completely covered. Each sealed kit contains a Doff-it personal privacy garment (fits 
size XS to XXXL), collection bag for contaminated clothing, clear zipper-seal plastic bag 
for personal valuables, foot covers, moist towelettes, dry paper towel and pen. 
Excellent first step in all emergency decontamination operations. 

HMDOFFIT Individual kit

HMDOFFBX Box of 20 kits

Doff-it® Personal Privacy Kit – Youth  
Identical to the Doff-it Personal Privacy Kit for adults, but with a youth-sized 
overgarment and foot covers for patients from 5 to 12 years old. 

HMDOFFIT-Y Individual kit

HMDOFFBXY Box of 20 kits

PERSONAL PRIVACY

 Remove overgarments and any other clothing 
that doesn’t compromise privacy. Place these 
items in the provided orange bag.

 Place white Doff-it gown over clothing.

 Remove personal items and valuables and 
place them in the outer red bag. You will keep 
this bag with you.

 Bring arms inside of the Doff-it and undress. 
Remove all clothing and place it in the orange 
bag.

 With the pen, write your name on both bags. 
Use the wet wipe and towel to wipe away an y 
residue on your skin. Await further instruction 
for decontamination.

 Complete a soap and water  
decontamination procedure.

 After decon showering, dry off using the 
supplied towel.

 Put on the Don-it gown and foot covers before 
leaving the shower area.

 Always follow the emergency responders’ 
instructions about where to proceed for further 
treatment, if any.

 The thin, silver Mylar® blanket provides 
comfort and protection in low temperatures.5 5

4 4

3 3

2 2

1 1

Doff-it® Personal Privacy Kit:

5 EASY STEPS FOR USING PRIVACY KITS

Don-it® Post-Decon Privacy Kit:
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Don-it® Post-Decon Privacy Kit – Adult  
While Doff-it provides privacy before decontamination, the Don-it kit is the 
original post-decon kit that ensures the same privacy and protection after soap 
and water showering. Each sealed kit includes a Don-it personal privacy 
garment, foot covers, drying towel, emergency warming blanket and small hair 
brush, all in a compact package.

HMDONIT Individual kit

HMDONBX Box of 20 kits

Don-it® Post-Decon Privacy Kit – Youth  
Identical to the Don-it Post-Decon Privacy Kit for adults, but with a youth-sized 
overgarment and foot covers for victims from 5 to 12 years old.  

HMDONIT-Y Individual kit

HMDONBXY Box of 20 kits

Privacy Cube  MC5022
Provide needed privacy space quickly and efficiently with the Privacy Cube. The Privacy Cube 
assembles to create a square-shaped area with a variety of emergency response uses.

The four-panel partition system is lightweight and 
folds flat for easy storage. The screens adjust into 
multiple configurations beyond a square-shape, and 
has even greater versatility when used alongside the 
Privacy Screen (MC4022). Includes a canvas bag for 
transport and 3 sandbags for extra stability outdoors 
or on uneven ground. Easy snap-fit assembly required.

MC5022RS Replacement Screen Assembly

Privacy Screen  MC4022
The portable, disposable solution to privacy for a variety 
of applications. Constructed of lightweight PVC. Ships 
unassembled. Replacement screens available. 
 70" H x 63" W, 3 lb, collapsible.

MC4022RS Replacement Screens - Pack of 3
Specifications:

•  Cube dimensions:  
62" x 62" x 74" 

•  Closed screen  
dimensions for storage: 
62" x 74" x 5" 

•  Weight: 20 lb (35 lb with 
added sandbags)
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CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

HazMat Personal Protection Kit  HM4038
This Zytron® 200 coverall kit shields responders directly involved in HazMat emergency response and victim 
decontamination. Available in sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL. 

HM1215 Kappler® Zytron® 200 Coverall
 

Each Sealed Kit Contains:

•   One laminated, multi-layer hooded coverall 
with sealed seams, storm flap and integrated 
booties

•  One pair of outer nitrile gloves
•  One pair of nitrile exam gloves (2 sizes)

•  Vinyl overboots
•  Boot liners
•  8 pre-measured ChemTape® strips
•  Non-vented goggles
•  N95 protective mask 

4X

2X-3XLG-XL

SM-MD

Weight

He
ig

ht

4X

2X

XL

SM

XS

Weight
He

ig
ht

MD

3X

LG

Single Sizing Protective Clothing

SIZING CHARTS

Each Sealed Kit Contains:

•   One multi-layer hooded coverall with sealed 
seams, storm flap and integrated booties

•   One pair of boot liners
•   8 pre-measured ChemTape® strips

•   One pair of nitrile exam gloves (2 sizes)

HazMat PPE Base Kit  HM4037
The HazMat PPE Base Kit allows for customization to adjust for your needed level of protection while 
reducing sourcing, stocking, and deployment time. This kit includes a Kappler® Zytron® 200 coverall and the 
essential accessories to integrate your choice of outer gloves, footwear, and respiratory protection. 
Available in sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL.
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On-Scene Protective Kit  HM311
Ideal protection when exposure to particles and 
aerosols is anticipated. The suit’s breathable 
material allows for longer wear times and added 
comfort. Available in sizes S-4XL. 

HM1205 DuPont™ ProShield® 60 Coverall

Each Sealed Kit Contains:

•   One hooded, 
coverall with 
integrated, slip-
resistant booties 
(no overboots 
required) 

•   Nitrile gloves  
(2 sizes)

•   Non-vented 
goggles

•   N95 protective 
mask

Kappler® Zytron® 100 XP 
Coverall  HM1225
Ideal for training use, this inexpensive and 
reusable hooded Zytron® 100 XP suit with 
attached hood and booties provides splash 
protection for wet training drills and gives 
users the feel of full personal protective 
equipment. Purchase gloves, boots, and boot 
liners separately (see page 22). Available in 
sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL.

Splash Protection Kit  PR325
Provides light splash protection for support 
personnel during the decontamination process and 
cleanup. Available in sizes M-4XL.

HM1210 DuPont™ Tychem® 2000 Coverall

DuPont™ Tychem® 4000 Coverall  
HM1201
The DuPont™ Tychem® 4000 provides dependable 
and economical protection against a broad 
spectrum of hazardous chemicals and particles. 
Lightweight fabric made of Tyvek®, laminated 
with chemical-resistant Dow Saranex 23P film. 
Rugged and durable construction, with reduced 
tears and abrasion risk. Sealed seams and 
storm-flapped zippers. White for high visibility. 
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Each Sealed Kit Contains:

•   One hooded 
coverall with sewn 
seams and 
integrated booties

•   Nitrile gloves  
(2 sizes)

•   Vinyl overboots
•   Non-vented 

goggles
•   N95 protective 

mask

Can’t find the PPE you need?
The search stops with DQE. We work with leading PPE 
manufacturers including 3M™, DuPont™, Kappler®, 
Ansell, North®, Tingley, MSA, and Honeywell. We will 
work with you to find the proper type of equipment, 
brands and sizes of HazMat suits, respirators, and 
accessories.

DuPont™ Tychem® 5000 Coverall  
HM1221
DuPont™ Tychem® 5000 personal protective 
suit shields responders directly involved in 
HazMat response. One laminated, multi-layer 
hooded coverall with sealed seams. Front 
zipper closure with taped storm flap, elastic 
wrist, and integrated booties. Tychem® 5000 
provides at least 30 minutes of protection 
against over 150 chemical challenges. NFPA 
and Berry compliant options available. 
Available in  
sizes S-4XL.

Kappler® Zytron® 300 Coverall  
HM1218
For rigorous activities and rugged situations 
involving liquid splash. Kappler® Zytron® 300 
personal protective clothing shields responders 
directly involved in Hazardous Materials 
emergency response. One laminated, multi-layer 
hooded coverall with sealed seams, front zipper 
with Velcro closure, elastic wrist, and integrated 
booties with overflap. NFPA and Berry Compliant 
options available. Available in combination 
sizing: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL.

DuPont™ Tychem® 6000 Coverall  
HM1219
DuPont™ Tychem® 6000 personal protective 
clothing shields responders directly involved in 
HazMat emergency response and 
decontamination. Available in sizes S-4XL.

HM1220           DuPont™ Tychem® 6000 Coverall 

                            w/o Booties
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SafePaq® HM5911 • • • • • •
SafePaq® Plus HM5912 • • • • • • • • •

BLOOD AND VIRUS PROTECTION KITS 
Remain protected when managing a crisis and providing care to those in need, and prevent the transmission 

of infectious agents with SafePaq® and SafePaq® Plus Blood & Virus Protection Kits. The breathable coverall 

material meets ASTM F1670/F1671 standards for blood and viral penetration resistance.

The contents were chosen with special attention to their utility for healthcare workers. For example, the 

material of the coverall is breathable to be more comfortable while working. Two thicknesses of gloves were 

chosen, so a heavier glove could be worn as an outer glove. The disposable apron can tear off from your neck for 

disposal, avoiding the need for having potentially hazardous scissors around to cut the straps. 

SafePaq® Blood and Virus Protection Kits  HM5911  
The SafePaq does not include head protection, so it’s the PPE solution for users who plan to wear a PAPR for 
respirator protection. Additional head, face and respiratory protection may be required. Available in sizes S/M, 
L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL. Contains: 10 individually-wrapped kits in a convenient dispenser box. 

SafePaq® Plus Blood and Virus Protection Kit  HM5912  
The SafePaq Plus includes head protection, for users that are not wearing a PAPR. Available in sizes S/M, 
L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL. Contains: 10 individually-wrapped kits in a convenient dispenser box. 

Each Sealed SafePaq Contains:

•   One Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 blood and fluid 
resistant coverall with taped seams, elastic 
wrists, thumb loops, zipper closure with 
taped flap and skid resistant integrated 
booties

•   Two pair of 5 mil nitrile exam  
gloves (2 sizes)

•   Two pair of 8 mil extended cuff  
nitrile exam gloves (2 sizes)

•   One disposable apron
•   One pair of overboots
•   Two germicidal wipes

Each Sealed SafePaq Contains:

•   One Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 blood and fluid 
resistant coverall with taped seams, elastic 
wrists, thumb loops, zipper closure with 
taped flap and skid resistant integrated 
booties

•   Two pair of 5 mil nitrile exam gloves
•   Two pair of 8 mil extended cuff nitrile  

exam gloves

•   One pair of overboots
•   One N95 mask
•   One disposable apron
•   One face shield with protective drape
•   One protective hood
•   Two germicidal wipes

COMPARING THE SAFEPAQ® AND SAFEPAQ® PLUS BLOOD & VIRUS PROTECTION KITS
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Disposable Lab Coats  PR235 
Economical, fluid-resistant outer layer for healthcare providers. Made of 50 gsm microporous laminate. Full cut - 45" 
long. 6 snap front closure. Knit collar and cuffs. 3 sewn-on pockets. Available in M or XL. Other sizes available by special 
order. Box of 30 individually wrapped lab coats.

Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 Coverall  
This blood and virus protective coverall has taped seams, elastic wrists, thumb loops, zipper closure with taped flap and 
skid-resistant integrated booties. The microporous fabric technology provides impermeability protection along with 
breathability. The thumb loops keep the sleeves securely in place under gloves. The coverall material passes both ASTM 
F1670 blood penetration and ASTM F1671 viral penetration tests. Available in sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL.

HM1208    Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 Coverall
HM1207    Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 Hooded Coverall

StatPaq™ Standard Precautions Kits  
DQE simplifies caregiver protection with StatPaq — prepackaged protection against infectious 
agents in a single, convenient kit, complete with a wall dispenser for “grab and go” use. 
Designed to prevent transmission and break the chain of infection. Available in a dispenser 
box of 10 kits, or a case of 6 dispenser boxes.

HM4911     Box of 10 individually-wrapped kits 
HM4911C  Case of 6 boxes

Fight the spread of human 
waste related infections with 
the Sani-Bag+. See page 49.

Disposable Apron  HM1360 
Lightweight, disposable apron with poly-
waist ties and a pullover neck loop. Neck 
straps have a tear-away neck loop for easy 
removal, avoiding the need for having 
potentially hazardous scissors around to cut 
the straps. Material: 1.75 mil Polyethylene – 
embossed. Size: 28" x 34 1/2". Latex free. 
Box of 100.

Heavy Duty Apron  HM1365 
This apron provides robust impermeable 
protection over primary PPE. Chemical,  
cut, tear, puncture resistant apron with vinyl 
waist ties and pullover neck loop. Material: 
8 mil PVC Vinyl. Size: 33" x 44 1/2". 
Latex free. Box of 12.

Each Sealed StatPaq Contains:

•  One barrier protective gown
•  Nitrile gloves (3 sizes: S, M, L)
•  Shoe covers
•  N95 particulate mask
•  One pair of indirect vent safety glasses
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SF™ SuperFit Premium 
Overboot  HM1252 
This latex-free boot features a highly 
durable injection-molded construction 
with tabbed grips and elastic loops.  
This one-piece design helps eliminate 
leaks. Slip resistant, self-cleaning outsole. 
Available in men’s sizes M (9-10),  
L (11-13) and XL (14-15).

Tingley HazProof® Response 
Boot   
HM1254  
Made of special polymer material, this 
comfortable boot meets the protective 
footwear chemical permeation 
requirements of NFPA 1991 Standard on 
Vapor - Protective Ensembles for Hazardous 
Materials Emergencies 2005 Edition. The 
HazProof boot has also been tested to 
Military Standard 282 and will provide 
protection against certain chemical 
warfare blister and nerve agents.  
Available in sizes 7-13.

North® HazMat Boot Liners  
HM35350 
3mm thick inner boot liners provide 
added safety and a temporary barrier 
when doffing contaminated protective 
clothing. Box of 50 (25 pair).

HazMat Overboot   
HM1250 
Stretch latex overboot is 12" in height 
and 15 mil thick. Available in men’s sizes 
M (8-9), L (10-11), and XL (12-13).

Vinyl Overboot   
HM1260
An extra layer of protection for 
various applications. They are 
excellent for use in spill cleanups. Slip 
16” high overboots on easily over 
most shoes and boots. Elastic top for 
a secure and snug fit. 100% 
waterproof. Available in sizes M (fits 
over men’s sizes 6-8), L (fits over men’s 
sizes 9-11) and  XL (fits over men’s 
sizes 12-14).

Economy HazMat Boot 
HM1253  
The perfect rigid-sole boot for low-level decon 
operations. Non-steel toe. Available in whole 
sizes 9-12. Other sizes available via special 
order.

Knee-High Overshoe   
HM1270
Liquid-resistant, polycoated fabric 
shoe cover with vinyl-textured sole. 
Elastic top, 18" high overshoes. 
Material: Polycoated uppers. Vinyl 
sole. Elastic top and ankle. Available in 
sizes M - 13" long (shoe size 8-10) and  
XL - 16" long (shoe size 10-12).

BOOTS AND GLOVES
All HazMat boots provide extreme protection and excellent traction to ensure the wearer remains safe. DQE 

chemical resistant gloves have various thicknesses available, so you can determine the protection level and 

tactile quality that best fits your needs.

Onguard Hazmax® EZ-Fit 
Boots  HM1255
These 11” high, steel toe boots are 
designed for easy donning and doffing 
while wearing a chemical protective suit. 
EZ-fit boots feature a wider opening to 
assist with wearing protective coveralls 
with attached booties and large kickoff 
lugs for easy, hands-free removal. 
Available in men’s sizes: 6-15.

Onguard Hazmax® Knee 
Boots  HM1256
Protective, chemical resistant, 16” 
high, steel toe boots for hazardous 
materials handling. Available in sizes S, 
M, L and XL.
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Nitrile Exam Gloves – 5 mil  
HM3716
“Exam” style gloves provide  
superior tactile quality. Excellent inner 
glove when paired with  
16 mil Butyl. Available in sizes  
S, M, L and XL. Box of 100 gloves. 

GLOVE SIZE CHART

Nitrile Extended Cuff Exam Gloves – 8 mil  HM3715
Extended cuff “exam” style gloves that provide superior tactile quality.  
8 mil nitrile gloves. Lightly powdered. Chemical resistant. 12 inches 
long. Latex free. Available in sizes S, M, L and XL.

Nitrile Glove – 15 mil  
HM37175  
Lined, nitrile “case hardened” 
composition provides good chemical 
resistance against petroleum and 
hydrocarbon based chemicals. Perfect 
outer glove when used with 7 mil Butyl 
inner glove. Available in sizes 8, 9,  
10 and 11.

North® Butyl Glove – 16 mil  
HM3718  
Tough outer glove with rough finish for 
superior grip. Butyl excels as a 
chemical barrier. Perfect outer glove 
when used with 7 mil Nitrile inner 
glove. Available in sizes 9, 10 and 11. 

North® Butyl Glove – 7mil  
HM37184  
Butyl excels as a chemical barrier 
except against petroleum and other 
hydrocarbons. Perfect inner glove when 
used in conjunction with 16 mil Nitrile. 
Smooth finish for tactile quality. 
Available in sizes M, L and XL.

Silver Shield® Gloves/Glove Liners HM3719
Ideal for spill cleanups, HazMat control  
operations and medical laboratories.  
Resists permeation and breakthrough  
by more toxic/hazardous materials  
than any other type of glove.  
Made from Norfoil, a lightweight,  
flexible laminate. Available in sizes  
9, 10 and 11.

Two layers of gloves are ideal. 
For superior chemical 
protection, use a combination 
of Nitrile and Butyl rubber.

To help determine the 
correct size, measure 
around the middle part 
of the dominant hand

Size  
(Numerical)

Size  
(Lettered)

Inches

6 XS 5-6

7 S 6-7

8 M 7-8

9 L 8-9

10 XL 9-10

11 XXL 10-11
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ChemTape® Roll  HM410
Used to seal gloves and boots to a 
chemical-resistant suit, Kappler® 
ChemTape® provides superior 
chemical resistance and adhesion. 
60-yard roll.

Protective Hood  HM1350
Protective hood using breathable, 
Kappler® ProVent® 10,000 material 
with taped seams. Wear over a non-
hooded gown or coverall to provide 
full head protection. Latex free, 
elastic face. The hood material 
meets ASTM F1670/F1671 
standards for blood and viral 
penetration resistance. Size: one 
size fits most. Box of 30.

Disposable Face Shield with Protective 
Drape  HM3735 
Disposable full face shield with 
attached fluid barrier fabric. 
The barrier fabric cups under 
the chin to provide extra splash 
protection. 6” attached, fluid-
barrier fabric. Contoured foam 
across forehead. Anti-fog.  
Size: 9”x13”. Latex free.  
Box of 50.

ChemTape® Strips  HM410S
Easy-to-use, pre-cut strips. 
Dimensions: 18" long x 1 7/8" wide. 
Pack of 24 strips.

Safety Goggle
These soft-sided goggles protect eyes 
against chemical exposure, have a clear 
lens and frame, and anti-scratch 
coating. The soft vinyl body molds 
snugly to the face without pressure or 
irritation. The elastic braid strap threads 
through the frame for easy adjustment. 
Meets ANSI Z87.1 High Impact 
Requirements. Fits over most 
prescription eyewear. 

HM3721  Safety Goggle – Vented
HM3720  Safety Goggle – Non-Vented

Safety Glasses  HM3730
Interlocking sideshield system 
offers all-around protection from 
flying particles. Large, clear lens 
provides a wide viewing field. 

Duct Tape Roll  HM400
Provides seal protection and is good 
for attaching gloves and boots to 
protective suits. 30-yard roll.

 FYI: Leaks are most likely to occur 
where tape is used to seal gloves and 
boots to the chemical-resistant suit. 
Reduce this occurrence by folding 
excess material flat before taping. 

PERSONAL PROTECTION ACCESSORIES
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CREATE YOUR OWN SUIT KIT
Your choice of protective gear, ready for your next response.

You can customize PPE ensembles for specific field applications 
and package them in various types of protective containers for 
easy storage. Choose which suits, gloves, boots, 
and respirators you need and DQE will do the rest. 
Custom suit kits give you grab-and-go protection at 
a moment’s notice. Contact our customer service 
team to get started. 
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3M™ Breathe Easy™ PAPR System-CBRN  
This complete NIOSH CBRN certified powered air purifying respirator system helps 
provide protection against CBRN particulates, gases, and vapors. It is uniquely 
designed for first responder, first receiver, and public health professionals. The 
lightweight, one size butyl rubber hood provides a wide field of vision, no fit test 
requirements and ability to use with eye glasses. The continuously filtered airflow 
provides maximum comfort to help workers focus on their jobs for longer periods. 
Battery charger sold separately.

HM5550   Breathe Easy™ PAPR System CBRN with NiMH rechargeable battery* 

HM5550L      Breathe Easy™ PAPR System CBRN with Lithium non-rechargeable 
battery (up to 12 hours of use)

3M™ Breathe Easy™ PAPR System 
This complete NIOSH CBRN certified powered air purifying respirator system helps provide protection 
against CBRN particulates, gases, and vapors. It is uniquely designed for first responder, first 
receiver, and public health professionals. The lightweight, one size butyl rubber hood provides a 
wide field of vision, no fit test requirements and ability to use with eye glasses. The continuously 
filtered airflow provides maximum comfort to help workers focus on their jobs for longer periods. 
Battery charger sold separately.

HM5500A   3M™ Breathe Easy™ PAPR System - NiMH rechargeable battery* 

HM5500LA    3M™ Breathe Easy™ PAPR System - Lithium non-rechargeable battery  
(up to 12 hours of use)

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
There is a variety of respirators for every individual need and application. DQE provides respirators that 

are comfortable, reliable, and offer broad protection against a range of hazards. Need a specific type of 

respirator or accessory? DQE can help. Call the DQE sales team at 800-355-4628.

Kit Includes:

•   Blower unit and belt assembly
•   HM5552 3M™ Butyl Rubber Hood
•   HM5555 3M™ CBRN Breathing Tube Assembly
•   HM5556 3M™ RBE-57 CBRN Multi-Contaminant Filter Cartridge  

(3 cartridges) 
•   Airflow indicator
•   Duffle bag

*  3M has discontinued the battery chargers for its Breathe Easy NiMH batteries. Only 
select this unit (HM5550) if you have existing battery charger(s).

Kit Includes:

•   Blower unit and belt assembly
•   HM5502 3M™ Replacement PAPR Hoods - Breathe Easy
•   HM5503 3M™ Breathing Tube Assembly
•   HM5506 3M™ FR-57 Multi-Contaminant Filter Cartridge (3 cartridges)
•   Airflow indicator

*  3M has discontinued the battery chargers for its Breathe Easy NiMH batteries. Only select this unit (HM5550A) 
if you have existing battery charger(s).
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3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR Kit
The 3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR is a lightweight, compact and well-balanced belt-mounted unit for 
positive pressure respiratory protection against airborne particulates. The slim profile is designed 
for use in tight spaces, and the smooth contoured outer surface is less prone to snagging on 
nearby objects, making the Versaflo™ 300 ideal for healthcare settings. Two types of alarms - one 
audible and one LED - alert the user to either a low battery or low airflow. The air inlet draws air 
from the bottom of the unit, making it easier for the wearer to sit without blocking the airflow 
intake. The small, single air inlet helps make decontamination easier and faster. The breathing 
tube features a quick release swivel connection, which connects quickly to the headgear and is 
designed to minimize loops and kinks in the breathing tube. The Easy Clean Belt allows for 
thorough cleaning and reuse. Battery Life: 8-12 hours. Battery charger sold separately. 

HM5814   3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR Kit

HM5813   3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR Kit with Hood

HM5800L  3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR Kit - Large Headcover

HM5800S 3M™ Versaflo™ 300 PAPR Kit - Small Headcover

3M™ Versaflo™ 600 PAPR Kit with Hood  HM5600  
The 3M™ Versaflo™ 600 blower unit has multiple speeds, audible, visual and vibratory alarms 
and the capacity to work with a wide variety of headtops, filters, and cartridges. PAPR is a 
lightweight, compact and well-balanced belt-mounted unit for positive pressure respiratory 
protection against airborne particulates. The slim profile is designed for use in tight spaces, and 
the smooth contoured outer surface is less prone to snagging on nearby objects, making the 
Versaflo™ 600 ideal for healthcare settings. Battery charger sold separately.

Kit Includes:

•   Blower unit
•   HM5511  3M™ Breathing Tube Assembly – Versaflo™ 300
•   HM5805 3M™ HE Filter – Versaflo™ 300
•   HM5806  3M™ Airflow Indicator – Versaflo™ 300
•   HM5807  3M™ High Capacity Battery – Versaflo™ 300
•   HM5810 3M™ Easy Clean Belt – Versaflo™ 300

Kit Includes:

•   Blower unit
•   HM5601  3M™ Standard Capacity Battery – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5602  3M™ Easy Clean Belt – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5603  3M™ Airflow Indicator – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5604  3M™ Multi-Contaminant Filter – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5611  3M™ Cover for Multi-Contaminant Filter – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5811  3M™ Breathing Tube Assembly – Versaflo™ 600
•   HM5812 3M™ Hood – Versaflo™ 600
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ADDITIONAL RESPIRATORS

North® RU6500 Air Purifying Respirator 
(APR) Kit  HM5410
North RU6500 full face respirator mask with multi-
purpose cartridges for respiratory protection against a 
variety of hazardous gases and vapors. Includes full-face 
mask and two North Defender Multi Purpose Respirator 
Cartridges (HM5412).  Available in sizes S, M and L.

HM5411   North® RU6500 Silicone Full Facepiece  
                      (facepiece only)

Use with:   
HM5412   North® Defender Multi Purpose Respirator  
                      Cartridge, 2 per box

HM5413   North® N-Series P100 Particulate Filter  
                      Cartridge, 2 per box 

HM5414   Shower Cap for North® N-Series P100 Filter

3M™ Aura™ Health Care Particulate 
Respirator and Surgical Mask 1870+, 
N95   HM5210 
This health care N95 particulate respirator and surgical 
mask has comfortable inner materials and helps provide 
respiratory protection against certain airborne particles. 
The individually packaged flat fold design allows for 
convenient storage prior to use. NIOSH Approved N95. 
FDA Cleared for use as a surgical mask. Fluid resistant 
and disposable. Embossed top panel helps reduce 
eyewear fogging. Sculpted top panel allows more room 
for eyewear. Innovative chin tab for ease of positioning, 
donning, adjustment. Box of 20.

Honeywell ONE-Fit N95 
Respirator  HM5212

Ideal for infectious agents and 
particulate hazards, these flat-fold 
respirators fit a wide range of face sizes 
and shapes. This mask meets NIOSH and 
CDC Standards for N95 protection against 
airborne pathogens and M.tuberculosis. 
Latex free. Box of 20.

Kit Includes:

•   Blower unit and belt assembly
•  HM5703  3M™ Breathing Tube Assembly – Air-Mate™
•   HM5715 3M™ Replacement NiCd Rechargeable Battery
•  HM5720  3M™ HEPA Filter Cartridge – Air-Mate™
•  HM5730  3M™ Replacement PAPR Head Covers – Air-Mate™

3M™ Air-Mate™ PAPR System  HM5700  
A larger version of the Breathe Easy™, the Air-Mate™ provides exceptional comfort and mobility, though the 
Air-Mate limits its protection to particulates only (no chemical protection). The Air-Mate features an all-in-one 
design that provides both comfort and safety and is a lightweight, easy-to-use solution for respiratory 
protection where particulate contaminants exist. Constant flow of air provides cooling for the worker, resulting 
in greater comfort for the wearer. Loose-fitting headgear options provide respiratory protection without the 
need for a tight faceseal or fit testing. Battery-powered blower pulls the air through the filter resulting in no 
additional breathing resistance to the wearer. Its filter and battery are enclosed in a single unit, and the 
battery can be charged either within the unit or externally, using the external battery charger. Up to eight hours 
of battery service per charge. Battery charger sold separately.

Avon NH15 Combo™ Escape 
Hood  HM5461
This single use, NIOSH approved escape 
hood provides 15 minutes of protection 
against carbon monoxide (CO) and CBRN. 
The escape hood goes on in 30 seconds 
or less and is super compact, weighing 
less than 1.5 lb. and measuring  
6" x 5" x 4". It offers respiratory 
protection for escape from hazardous 
environments, particularly when 
dangerously high levels of CO or other 
toxic materials and gases are present. 
Available in sizes XS, Regular and L.
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RESPIRATORY BATTERIES & CHARGERS

3M™ 4-Station Battery Charger - Versaflo™ 300  HM5804 
This 4-Station Battery Charger for the Versaflo™ 300 respirator charges four 
Versaflo™ 300 Lithium Ion High Capacity batteries (HM5807) at one time.

3M™ NiMH Rechargeable Battery -  
Breathe Easy™  HM5508 
NiMH Rechargeable Battery for use with the 3M™ Breathe 
Easy™ PAPR.*

*  3M™ has discontinued the battery chargers for its Breathe Easy™ 
NiMH batteries. Only select this unit (HM5508) if you have existing 
battery charger(s).

3M™ Lithium Non-Rechargeable 
Battery  HM5509 
Lithium Battery for use with the 3M™ Breathe 
Easy™ PAPR. Up to 12 hours of use.

3M™ Single Station Battery Charger - Versaflo™ 300  
HM5801 
Single bay battery charger for the Versaflo™ 300 Lithium Ion Battery.

3M™ 4-Station Battery Charger – Versaflo™ 600  
HM5608
This 4-Station Battery Charger for the Versaflo™ 600 respirator 
charges any combination of four Lithium Ion Standard Capacity 
batteries (HM5601) or High Capacity batteries (HM5606) at one time.

3M™ Single Station Battery Charger – Versaflo™ 600  
HM5607
This single station battery charger is a single-bay charger for the 3M™ Standard 
Capacity Battery – Versaflo™ 600 (HM5601) or the 3M™ High Capacity Battery – 
Versaflo™ 600 (HM5606).

Battery not included

3M™ 5-Unit Battery Charger - Air-Mate™  HM5705
Charges 5 batteries in 8 hours. LEDs indicate status of each battery. Allows the 
battery to be charged outside of the PAPR Unit. Automatically switches over to 
trickle rate mode to prevent overcharging.

3M™ High Capacity Battery – Versaflo™ 600   
HM5606
This 3M Versaflo 600 PAPR high capacity Lithium Ion battery has a 
battery life of 8 to 12 hours. LED lights on the battery indicate its 
charge status, both on and off the charger - great for quick 
identification in emergency situations. Charging time: less than 4 
hours. For use with the 4-Station Battery Charger (HM5608) or 
Single Station Battery Charger (HM5607).

3M™ High Capacity Rechargeable Battery –  
Versaflo™ 300  HM5807
This 3M Versaflo 300 PAPR high capacity Lithium Ion battery has a 
battery life of 8 to 12 hours. LED lights on the battery indicate its 
charge status, both on and off the charger - great for quick 
identification in emergency situations. Charging time: less than 3.5 
hours. For use with the 4-Station Battery Charger (HM5804) or 
Single Station Battery Charger (HM5801).
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RESPIRATOR ACCESSORIES

3M™ PAPR Decon Belt – Breathe 
Easy™ CBRN  HM5558
This specialized decon belt is a part of the 
Breathe Easy™ PAPR CBRN System and is 
NIOSH approved for use by first responders, 
law enforcement, military and health care 
professionals who are preparing for needing 
protection from or responding to natural 
disasters or acts of terrorism. Fits waist sizes 
up to 60 inches. Made from PVC coated 
polyester webbing.

3M™ Decon Belt – 
Breathe Easy™  HM5505 
This specialized vinyl decon belt is 
a part of the Breathe Easy™ PAPR 
System for use by health care 
professionals who are preparing for 
HazMat patient decontamination at 
their facilities. This belt is not 
NIOSH approved for the 3M™ 
Breathe Easy™ CBRN System. Fits 
waist sizes up to 50 inches. 

3M™ Headcover – Versaflo™ PAPR  
HM5808
This headcover is a loose fitting facepiece 
approved for use with the 3M™ Versaflo™ 300 
PAPR (HM5800) and 3M™ Versaflo™ 600 PAPR 
(HM5600). This headcover gives the user a wide 
field of vision and the unique shape allows 
easier use of a stethoscope. Available in  
sizes S and L. 

3M™ HE Filter Versaflo™ 600  
HM5605
High Efficiency (HEPA) filter for the Versaflo™ 600 
PAPR respirator.
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3M™ CBRN Training 
Filter Cartridge 
HM5557
Training cartridges for the 3M™ 
Breathe Easy PAPR - CBRN 
(HM5550). Box of 6.

3M™ HE PA Filter Cartridge - 
Breathe Easy™  HM5507
High Efficiency (HEPA) filter for the Breathe 
Easy™ PAPR (HM5500). Box of 12.

3M™ Fit Test Kit  HM5006 
Test kits and accessories designed 
to help your organization meet 
OSHA fit testing requirements for 
respirators.

3M™ Cover for HE Filter 
Versaflo™ 600  HM5612
Protective cover for the 3M™ HE Filter 
Versaflo™ 600 (HM5605).
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RESPIRATORY CLEANING & STORAGE

3M™ Hood Insert for Breathe 
Easy™ PAPR - CBRN  HM5553 
Protective foam insert for improved storage 
of the 3M™ Butyl Rubber Hood of the 3M™ 
Breathe Easy™ PAPR System-CBRN 
(HM5550).

3M™ Shower Cover for PAPR 
Filter HM5551
Helps protect the 3M™ Breathe Easy™ PAPR 
filter canisters from moisture. For use with 
the 3M FR-57 Multi-Contaminant Filter 
Cartridge (HM5506) or the 3M RBE-57 CBRN 
Multi-Contaminant Filter Cartridge 
(HM5556). 2 covers.
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3M™ PAPR & Breathing 
Tube Cover – Breathe 
Easy™  HM5504 
This cover helps protect the PAPR 
blower unit and breathing tube 
used on the 3M™ Breathe Easy™ 
PAPR System.

3M™ Versaflo™ 600 
Cleaning and Storage Kit  
HM5610
These plugs and seals protect the 
Versaflo™ 600 PAPR (HM5600) 
blower unit during cleaning and 
storage.

Canvas Bag - 3M™ PAPR  
HM5609
Transport and store your 3M™ PAPR 
respirator and 3M™ accessories with ease 
with this canvas bag.

3M™ Battery Shower 
Cover - Breathe Easy™  
HM5554 
A water repellent battery cover for 
Breathe Easy™ PAPR batteries.

Looking for a 3M™ product not listed here?
No problem, DQE® is an authorized 
distributor of 3M™ respirators and 
accessories. Contact us and we 
will help you find what you need.

3M™ Cleaning Wipes  HM5007
Used to clean respirator facepieces and 
hood face shields. Individually packed 8” 
x10” towelettes are alcohol free and will not 
damage facepiece materials. Box of 100.
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HICS Vests - Complete Set   IC1100 

Identify team members and responsibilities easily using color coded vests with 
printed titles. These identification vests are constructed of a proprietary, 
nonwoven, breathable synthetic material, making them durable enough for repeat 
use, but economical enough to dispose of. All vests have easy to fasten side straps 
and a convenient front pocket. Vests come packaged by section and the set is 
contained in a black canvas tote bag.

DQE® Incident Solutions® products with Hospital Incident Command 

System (HICS) goals and strategies in mind to enhance hospital 

emergency preparedness and response capability. 

17 Position HIMT Vest Set  IC1101

Contains 29 vests: 1 vest for 8 HIMT Command and General Staff 
titles, 4 vests for Medical/Technical titles, 8 additional titles for 
key sections roles and 9 blank vests with assorted color trim. 

Command and General Staff   IC1110

Contains 16 vests: 1 vest for 8 HIMT Command and General Staff 
titles, 4 vests for Medical/Technical titles, and 4 blank vests.

Operations Section   IC1120

Contains 47 vests: 1 vest for each of the 37 HIMT Operations 
Section titles and 10 blank vests.

Planning Section   IC1130

Contains 11 vests: 1 vest for each of the 9 HIMT Planning Section 
titles and 2 blank vests.

Logistics Section   IC1140

Contains 13 vests: 1 vest for each of the 11 HIMT Logistics Section 
titles and 2 blank vests.

Finance/Administration Section   IC1150

Contains 6 vests: 1 vest for each of the 5 HIMT Finance/
Administration and 1 blank vest.

Emergency Department Vests   IC1200

Contains 17 vests: 1 vest for each of the 13 HIMT Operations 
Section titles most commonly used in the emergency department 
and 4 blank vests.

Cool Packs  RP606
Keep cool packs on hand for prolonged cooling in the zipper front 
cooling vests, concealable cooling vests, and Decon Team cooling 
vests. See page 15.

Each HICS Vests - Complete Set Contains:

• 93 vests

• 1 vest for each of the Hospital Incident Management Team (HIMT) titles

• 19 blank vests that you can write on for event-specific identification 

• Vests are packaged by section

Hospital Staff ID Vests   IC1300

During disaster-prone events, it is critical to identify staff 
resources in order to maximize utilization, efficiency, and 
security. Hospital Staff ID Vests reduce confusion during 
these events by clearly identifying the staff and the roles 
they play. Contains 58 vests: (4) Doctor, (8) Nurse, (4) 
Transport, (4) Volunteer, (2) Lab, (4) X-Ray, (2) Social 
Service, (4) Admissions, (2) Admin, (6) Security, (2) 
Respiratory Therapy, (2) Housekeeping, (4) Triage, (10) 
blank vests.

Decon Team Disposable Vests    IC1400

Decon vests identify the roles during a decontamination 
operation. Contains 17 vests: (1) Decon Unit Leader, (4) 
Decon Operations, (4) Decon Suit Support, (4) Decon 
Equipment Support, (4) Decon Security.

Decon Team Cooling Vests   
These vests are functional within ICS and provide decon 
team-specific identification as well as optional cooling 
comfort for those in, or out of, protective suits. See page 15.

RP61012   Decon Team Cooling Vest - 12 pack

RP6105   Decon Team Cooling Vest - 5 pack

RP6101  Blank Single

Additional Vest Labels Sold Separately:

RP610L1  Decon Team Leader

RP610L2  Operations Team

RP610L3  Suit Support

RP610L4  Equipment Support

RP610L5  Security
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DQE HEALTHCARE TRAINING & CONSULTING SPOTLIGHT 
Hospital Incident Command: 

DQE helps hospitals implement HICS in a cost-effective and efficient manner. The complete HICS program consists of various offerings 
ranging from initial to advanced training, executive leadership instruction, and hospital command center training to online education as 
well as customized exercises. With proper HICS training and preparedness, chaos during an incident is minimized, normal operations 
resume sooner, the cost of the event is monitored, safety is maximized, and there is more efficient use of personnel.

DQE Offers:

• HICS for Healthcare Managers

• HICS for Executive Leadership

• HICS Review Training
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HICS Hospital Incident Management Team (HIMT) Charts 
Organizational charts that clearly display HIMT positions to identify team 
members. Can be hung on a wall or displayed on an easel. Dry Erase Board 
customization is available.

IC2001     HICS 67 Position HIMT Chart - Dry Erase

IC2005   Easel 

IC2006   HICS 26 Position HIMT Chart - Easel Pad, 20 sheets

IC2007     HICS 26 Position HIMT Chart - Dry Erase

IC2008   HICS 17 Position HIMT Chart - Dry Erase

HICS Command Toolbox™   IC2000 

The HICS Command Toolbox eliminates the need to spend time gathering 
together supplies for your Hospital Command Center (HCC). Having 
charts, forms, vests, and more all in one place makes your HCC organized 
and easy to quickly manage. One water-resistant, corrugated plastic 
toolbox contains all the supplies you need to activate a HCC.

Each HICS Command Center Toolbox Contains:

•  HICS 67 Position HIMT 
Chart - Dry Erase Board

• Easel

•  Command & General Staff  
ID Vest Set

• HICS Forms (3 sets)

•  HICS Job Action Sheets  
(3 sets)

• HICS Pocket Guide (5)

• Section Table Tents (2 sets)

•  Dry Erase Marker & Eraser

• Clipboards (9)

• Notepads (5)

• Pens (12)

• Safety Seals (5)

• Online HICS Training

• Applied HICS for Command & General Staff

• HICS for Critical Access Hospitals

HICS Forms   IC2002

Individually wrapped sets of all 21 HICS Forms. 

HICS Job Action Sheets   IC2003

Individually wrapped sets of all HICS Job Action Sheets.

HICS Pocket Guides   IC2004

Spiral bound HICS pocket guide made of water and tear resistant Teslin® 
paper. Provides command staff with a template of all positions in the HICS 
hierarchy and a mission statement for each.
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Prioritizing patients for movement, establishing movement teams, and communicating evacuation status 

become difficult processes to implement without prior standardization. DQE’s line of evacuation products 

gives you the proper tools to help eliminate unknowns and limit liability.

Patient Preparation Supplies
•   Patient Evacuation Go-Pouch™ (25)
•   Patient Information & Tracking 

Forms (2 sets of 25)
•   Evacuation Door Sign (25)

Incident Management Supplies
•   Healthcare Evacuation Reference 

Guides (10)
•   HICS Vests – Evacuation Group (11)
•   Job Action Sheets – Evacuation 

Group (1 set)

Support Supplies
•   Caution Tape (300' roll)
•   Clipboards (6)
•   Duct Tape (1 roll)
•   Equipment Tracking Labels (2 sheets)
•   Glow Light Sticks – Green (25)
•   Pens (12)
•   Permanent Markers (2)
•   Safety Seals (5)
•   Wax Pencils (4)

Patient Evacuation Toolbox™   IC3000
The PACE (Patient Assessment & Command Essentials) Evacuation Toolbox contains supplies such as 
Evacuation Group Vests, Patient Evacuation Go-Pouches, Patient Information & Tracking Forms, 
Healthcare Evacuation Reference Guides, Wristbands, and more. Constructed from the best practices 
of emergency management evacuation procedures, this toolbox supports the Joint Commission 
standards for enhancing patient communication and is aligned with the Hospital Incident Command 
System (HICS). 

View the PACE Evacuation Toolbox 
Video at www.dqeready.com/PACE. 

Package Contains:  

DQE HEALTHCARE TRAINING & CONSULTING SPOTLIGHT 
Hospital Evacuation: 

Hospital Evacuation is a multi-faceted process that involves more than simply moving patients from Point A to Point B. It requires a 
coordination of patients, personnel, movement teams, and outside resources as well as the efficient use of patient assessment tools, 
documentation forms, and mobility equipment. A successful evacuation capability must be built upon an incident management foundation 
that is well understood and is easily scalable.

DQE Offers:

• Hospital Evacuation for Healthcare Managers
• Hospital Evacuation Planning
• Evacuation Skill Competency Training

• Hospital Patient Evacuation Drill
• Online Evacuation Training
• What’s Next Evacuation Sustainment Program
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Patient Evacuation Go-Pouch™  IC3004   
The Patient Evacuation Go-Pouch is used by staff to assess and prepare patients for evacuation. It contains and secures vital patient information, 
medication, and supplies. During transport for evacuation, the Go-Pouch can be tethered to the patient so it does not become separated from the patient. It 
includes mobility-level wristbands to aid triage and resource allocation decisions, and door signage to communicate patient mobility status.

HICS Vests - Evacuation Group  IC3050   
These HICS style vests identify evacuation incident management 
positions for a particular unit/department.

Vest Titles:

•  Evacuation Group Supervisor (1) 
•   Horizontal Movement Team Leader (2)
•  Patient Holding Team Leader (3) 
•  Blank vests to write on for customized position identification (5)

Healthcare Evacuation Reference Guides  IC3008   
This pocket-sized reference guide reviews healthcare evacuation 
procedures and incident management roles and responsibilities. The 
tri-fold guide has evacuation procedures on front and roles and 
responsibilities on the back. Use as a training tool to sustain 
evacuation skills or hand them out to staff during an event.  
Pack of 10.

Evacuation Door Signs  IC3002   
The Evacuation Door Sign is used to indicate that a 
room has been inspected and cleared of patients. It 
allows you to quickly scan an area and tell which 
rooms have and have not been fully evacuated. 
Remove the backing and place on the outside of the 
patient’s door after 
the room has been 
cleared and 
inspected. Pack of 30.

Job Action Sheets - Evacuation Group   
Distribute to staff assigned to movement teams, holding areas, and 
floor-level incident management. These proprietary Job Action Sheets 
contain the job expectations for each Evacuation Group position: 
Evacuation Group Supervisor (1), Horizontal Movement Unit/Team 
Leader (2), Patient Holding Unit/Team Leader (3).  
(Included in PACE Evacuation Toolbox. Not available for individual sale).

Glow Light Sticks  RP4710   
These green light sticks glow for several hours, 
providing a light source for many different 
situations. They can be used 
to mark an exit path, track 
patients, identify staff, and 
more. An attached hook 
allows for hanging from 
clothing, equipment, etc.
Box of 25.

Patient Mobility Level Wristbands  IC3007  
Pack of 25 sets. Patient wristbands for the following mobility levels:

•    Walking
•   Wheelchair
•   Stretcher
•   Discharged Walking

Patient Information & Tracking Forms  IC3005    
Records vital patient information from initial assessment to the point of departure. Includes critical patient care information 
such as allergies, primary diagnosis and relevant co-morbidities, and level of consciousness, as well as transportation 
information such as means of transport, accepting facility, and last actions prior to departure. The top copy of the form 
leaves with the patient and the bottom copy remains for medical records. Pack of 25.

Patient Assessment Door Sign  IC3003   
Used to communicate the mobility level of a patient 
and that patient assessment for the room is complete. 
Vinyl signs are removable without leaving sticky 
residue on surfaces. Pack of 25.

•   Discharged Wheelchair
•   Discharged Stretcher
•   Observation Needed
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RESPONSE SUPPORT

Wobble Light   RP4601
Bright, convenient, and virtually indestructible; the 36" tall Wobble Light® is a highly durable work light 
that takes a severe beating and keeps on performing. Shock absorber protects bulb from strikes and 
jarring. Internal ventilation system keeps light cool enough to touch.

LED Work Light   RP4650
The LED Work Light can hang either horizontally or vertically to light emergency preparedness work areas 
such as Mobile Command Shelters. These bright and durable with LED tube lights are rated up to 50,000 
hours and have reflective tube shields for focused task lighting. The light comes with 2" integrated 
rotating hook and 2 separate hooks for horizontal hanging and a 25' cord. 120 Volt/ 60 Hz. 900 Lumens, 
10 Watt.

Specifications:

•  18" W x 36"H
•  Requires a standard 110-volt power source
•  String together in a series or use individually

•  175-watt Metal Halide, 20,000 lumens
•  Illumination range: 32-42'diameter
•  Weight: 27 lb

General products to support hospital emergency preparedness.

Glow Light Sticks - Green  RP4710
These green light sticks glow for 8-12 hours, providing a light source for many different situations. An 
attached hook allows for hanging from clothing, equipment, etc. To activate the glow stick, simply 
snap and shake it. Box of 25. 

DQE HEALTHCARE TRAINING & CONSULTING SPOTLIGHT 
CBRNE & In-Hospital HazMat Spill Training: 

Train personnel to identify and execute the appropriate response to all spills. In some cases, initiating an emergency response 
will include calling an outside response agency (community HazMat team). For small, incidental spills, DQE will train your staff 
how to manage the containment, cleanup, and disposal safely and effectively in compliance with OSHA regulations.

CBRNE & In-Hospital Spill Training Covers:

• The proper selection and use of personal protective equipment

• Hazardous materials recognition, identification, and response

• Spill cleanup training that includes instruction on the use of spill kits

• Chemical Spill & Release Response Policy development
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Luminite Sign Banner
Luminite Sign Banners snugly fit around the Luminite 15' Inflatable Light Tower (RP4521) or Luminite 7' Inflatable Light Tower (RP4531) to provide 
illuminated signage. These customized removable bands act as a marker or rallying point for Command Posts, Police, Rehab, Triage, Hot Zone, or Decon 
Areas. Custom banners are available, contact us for details.

RP4545  Luminite Sign Banner - Police
RP4546 Luminite Sign Banner - Command Post
RP4547 Luminite Sign Banner - Rehab
RP4548 Luminite Sign Banner - Triage
RP4549 Luminite Sign Banner - Hot Zone 
RP4550 Luminite Sign Banner - Decon Area
RP4551 Luminite Sign Banner - Custom

Specifications:

•  Weather-resistant vinyl
•   Attaches with Velcro around the Luminite 

Inflatable Light Tower

Luminite Inflatable Light Tower
The Luminite Inflatable Light Tower sets up in seconds and provides portable light for numerous applications, such as 
lighting for hazardous material spill sites, emergency rescues, field hospitals or emergency shelters. The tower takes 
seconds to inflate and achieves full illumination in under 3 minutes. The 875 Watt Metal Halide bulb lights an area the 
size of a football field with 360 degrees of ambient light. 

RP4521  15' Light Tower - Red Case
RP4522  15' Light Tower - Yellow Case
RP4524  15' Light Tower - White Case
RP4531  7’ Light Tower - Red Case 
RP4532  7’ Light Tower - Yellow Case
RP4534  7’ Light Tower - White Case

Specifications:

•   875-watt Metal Halide bulb provides hours of illumination
•   Requires a standard power supply or generator, and draws only 

8.5 amps
•  Weight: 75 lb
•  Stands up to 43 mph winds with included guy lines
•  Cools down in 3 - 5 minutes for storage
•   Stores compactly inside 2' x 17" x 2' hard-shell casing that is 

made with fire retardant injection molded fiberglass.

875W Metal Halide Bulb  RP4541
875W Metal Halide Bulb to replace the Metal Halide 
Bulb in the 15’ Luminite Inflatable Light Tower 
(RP4521) or 7’ Luminite Light Tower (RP4531).
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HazMat Smart StripTM  HM420
Arm yourself with information with the HazMat Smart Strip. Identifies eight classes of chemicals and 
uses a simple color-code system. The HazMat Smart Strip is equipped with a peel-and-stick backing or 
can be clipped to the responders clothing ensemble. The reagent strip produces a visible color 
change when exposed to a chemical from the corresponding category. The eight reagents are self-
contained and activated by removing the protective covering that preserves the indicator layer until 
ready for use. No additional buffers or reagents are required. Sold individually.

Sensitivity Level

1 ppm

above or below neutral

20 ppm

in contact with G,H,V agents

1 ppm

0.5 ppb

5 ppm

0.2 ppm

Reagent

Chlorine

pH

Fluoride

Nerve

Oxidizers

Arsenic

Hydrogen Sulfide

Cyanide

Paper Color

yellow/peach

orange

pink

tan

white

white

white

green

Positive Indication

blue/white/blue halo

red/blue

yellow/white

gold/red/green

blue/violet

yellow/brown/black

brown/black

blue

Spill Kit - 5 Gallon  HMS1400B
Complete 5 gallon kit that quickly contains 
incidental chemical spills.

Kit Includes:

• 5-gallon bucket w/screw lid
• Hazardous waste label
• Absorbent socks (2) - 3.25" x 42"
• Putty sticks (2)
• Absorbent pads (6)
• Absorbent pillows (2)
• Pair of nitrile gloves
• Non-vented goggles

RESPONSE SUPPORT
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PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest
Prevent heat stress with comfort using a low 
profile, heat activated cooling vest. Allows 
users to increase productivity while reducing 
heat injuries by supplying gentle and safe 
body cooling.

RP6310B PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest  -  
  Black

RP6310W PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest -  
  White

Cooling Vests
Keep cool while working with cooling vests. The vests have over the 
shoulder and side strap adjustability, maintain a cool, constant 59°F 
temperature for up to 2.5 hours, weigh less than 5 lb, and cool packs 
recharge in minutes in ice water. Includes one cool pack set. 

RP6210 Concealable

RP6211 Zipper Front

RP606 Replacement Cool Packs (box of 4)

RP6210 RP6211

Disposable Cooling Vest Starter Set  RP6214
Disposable Cooling Vests are adjustable and thin for comfort under 
personal protective apparel and chemical suits. The cool packs remain 
59°F for up to 2½ hours. They are designed to target the optimal upper 
torso cooling zone across a wide range of body styles. Vests may last 
multiple sessions depending on soiling and activity level. Starter set 
includes (5) Disposable Cooling Vests (RP6213) and (1) set of reusable 
Cool Packs (RP6213). 

RP6212 Disposable Cooling Vests – Replacement Pack (10 vests)

RP6213 Disposable Cooling Vests - Cool Packs (set of 4)

RP6213 RP6214

PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest Set
These cooling vests provide a personal cooling system that is both 
comfortable and lightweight. 

RP6311B PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest Set - Black

RP6311W PhaseCore® XPC Cooling Vest Set - White

Kit Includes:

• XPC Cooling Vests (4)
• PhaseCore® 28 Cooling Elements (21 per vest)
• Small extenders (2 per vest)
• Large extenders (2 per vest)
• Insulated canvas transport bag with shoulder strap and handle
• Reusable ice packs (5)
• User instructions

800-355-4628 | www.dqeready.comRESPONSE SUPPORT
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MASCACHE® MEDICAL SURGE CARE PRODUCTS
MasCache® helps healthcare providers streamline care during emergencies that require expanded 

treatment capacity. These products are essential, disposable supplies for patients and staff. They are 

conveniently packaged to help hospitals and emergency teams quickly create temporary treatment areas 

and deliver disaster care.

MasCache® products were developed using recommendations 

made by government agencies, independent expert panels, 

and our own research. This effort helped us identify the type 

and number of items that need to be stored, the best way to 

group them based on need and function, and how to package 

them for quick and easy deployment.

The MasCache® line contains prepackaged patient care kits, 

linen & bedding kits, staff scrubs, and protective clothing. 

Additional items like privacy curtains, IV poles, disposable 

stethoscopes, and more are also included so that the rapid 

deployment of temporary patient care areas doesn’t become a 

confusing scramble for randomly located supplies.

40
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Guidance from hospital accreditation organizations states that 

planning should focus on at least 96 hours of hospital self-reliance 

before regional, state, or federal resources are able to support local 

needs. Both the MasCache® POD and MOD are organized to assist your 

hospital in meeting these standards of care.

The MasCache® kits that fill the dispenser boxes of both the POD and 

MOD were selected, assembled, and packaged based on their quality, 

functionality, disposability, and longevity.

LONG-TERM STORAGE PACKAGING
PODs and MODs are packaged in a multi-layer, weather resistant system that protects sensitive items from moisture, sunlight, ozone, and impact. They are 
clearly marked with detailed content lists, delivery dates, and storage recommendations. Products included in both PODs and MODs have no published 
expiration date and have demonstrated shelf life stability.

MasCache® Contents (see pages 43-49 for product details)

• Absorbent Adult Briefs

• Baby Diapers

• Bedding & Linen Kits

• Bedpans

• Biohazard Bags and Dispenser

• Blankets

• Blood Pressure Cuff Covers

• Dry-it™ Disposable Towels

• Nitrile Exam Gloves

• Gown Kits

• Hygiene Kits

• Infant Care Kits

• IV Poles

• Lab Coats

• Male Urinals

• Emergency Warming Blankets

• N95 Respirators

• Patient Lifters

• Pillows

• Post Mortem Kits

• Privacy Curtains

• Sani-Bag+® Bedpan & Commode Liners

• Sharps Disposal Container

• Staff Scrubs

• StatPaq™ Standard Precautions Kits

• Stethoscopes

Contents vary between Adult & Pediatric POD & MOD configurations.

POD

PODs are groupings of MasCache® surge 
care products that are designed to be 
stationed and dispensed at bedside.

MOD

MODs are mobile disposable storage 
cabinets filled with essential supplies. 
Each cabinet can be easily rolled and 
positioned as needed.
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From the POD delivery...
PODs are delivered on pallets sealed 
for years of weather resistant, long-
term storage.

To the shell...
The POD outer shell keeps stacked 
boxes stable, allowing for a variety 
of combinations of supplies and 
providing functional storage space.

To the dispenser box...
Clearly marked and color coded 
dispenser box packaging makes supply 
identification a breeze.

To the ready to use kit...
The individual kits that fill the 
dispenser boxes are color coded with 
bilingual content lists.

THE CONVENIENCE OF POD-ULARITY.
MasCache® PODs are conveniently grouped and packaged in predetermined quantities to provide supplies for 

25 patients for 96 hours of care. DQE offers three standard PODs – one for adult patients, one for pediatric 

patients, and one combination POD for both adult and pediatric patients. All POD contents can be purchased 

by the box to help you either create your own POD or enhance an existing supply.

The basis of the POD is the “outer shell,” which allows you to 

mix and match component boxes to ensure proper supplies 

are arranged by use, location, or preference. The dispenser 

boxes can be replaced as needed by sliding them in and out 

of the outer shell.

The POD provides the flexibility to organize treatment areas 

with ease and speed. The outer shell is the typical height of 

a bedside table, which gives staff much needed functional 

work and storage space.

MasCache® PODs 
MCPOD4  Adult POD - 96 hour 
MCPOD5  Pediatric POD - 96 hour 
MCPOD6  Combination POD - 96 hour 
(Each 96 hour POD is contained on 3 pallets)

For additional information on POD contents, quantities, and material 
specifications, visit www.dqeready.com/mascache.
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Infant Linen Kit  MC4002 

Crib sheet, baby blanket, drawsheet.  
Box of 25 kits.

Hygiene Kit  MC4005 

Tooth care swabs (4), hair brush,  
wipes (8), drying towels (2).  
Box of 25 kits.

Staff Scrubs  MC4007   
Shirt, pants. Box of 25 sets. Available in sizes  
M, XL and 3XL. 

Infant Care Kit  MC4006 

Baby wipes (4), diapers (2),  
gown, absorbent pads (2),  
drying towels (2). Box of 25 kits.

Youth Gown Kit  MC4004 

Patient gown (2), 2 socks. Box of  
25 kits. 

Patient Gown Kit  MC4003 

Patient gowns (2), socks.  
Box of 25 kits.

Linen Kit  MC4001 

Bottom sheet, draw sheet,  
absorbent pads (2), top sheet,  
pillow case. Box of 25 kits.
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THE MOBILITY OF MOD-ULARITY.
Each MasCache® MOD includes two MOD storage cabinets that contain enough supplies for 25 patients for 48 

hours of care. MODs are available in two standard configurations - one for adult patients and one for 

pediatric patients. Mix or match two adult and/or pediatric MODs to meet your 96 hour requirements. MOD 

supplies are also available separately, so you can refill your MOD as needed.

Two MOD disposable storage cabinets are shipped together 

on one pallet sized base - making it the smallest footprint 

for patient surge care on the market.

The MOD is ready to use at a moment’s notice. Simply 

unwrap the weather resistant outer plastic seal, remove 

the blocks around the wheels, and it’s ready to go.

The MOD is easily rolled and positioned wherever supplies 

are required.

Long-Term Storage
MODs are delivered on a cardboard base 
that is sealed for years of weather 
resistant, long-term storage. Wheels on 
the bottom of the cabinet allow for fast 
movement to any desired location.

Mobile Cabinets
Since MOD cabinets are on wheels, they can 
be moved by one person to strategic 
locations and can be adapted within any 
treatment area configuration.

Easy Dispensing
The MOD keeps all supplies in one place for 
easy access, so healthcare providers can go 
to a central location for surge care supplies.

MasCache® MODs 
MCMOD7  Adult MOD - 48 hour 
MCPOD8  Pediatric MOD - 48 hour 
(Each 48 hour MOD is contained on 1 pallet)

For additional information on MOD contents, quantities, and material 
specifications, visit www.dqeready.com/mascache.
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DQE HEALTHCARE TRAINING & CONSULTING SPOTLIGHT 

Emergency Management Planning: 

Disaster planning is a time consuming, arduous task to develop a comprehensive emergency management plan that is truly functional 
and regulatory complaint. Most hospitals recognize the need to update their plan as well as develop new event-specific plans, but 
don’t have the necessary internal expertise, resources, time or budget to devote to such a project. DQE is committed to changing that 
status quo by bringing comprehensive emergency management planning within reach to all hospitals through a proven system that 
combines proprietary planning tools and consultative expertise to create a functional, living document that enhances readiness.

DQE Offers:

• Emergency Management Capabilities Assessment

• All-Hazards Emergency Management Planning

• Hospital Evacuation Planning

• Medical Surge and Alternative Care Site Planning

• Fatality Management Planning

48 Hour Bedding Kit - Adult  MC5001 

Bottom sheet (2), draw sheet, absorbent pads (6), top sheet (2), 
pillow case (2), inflatable pillows (2), polyester blanket, 
emergency warming blanket. Box of 15 kits.

48 Hour Bedding Kit - Infant  MC5004 

Crib sheet (2), draw sheet, absorbent pads (6), baby blanket. 
Box of 15 kits.

48 Hour Patient Care Kit - Adult  MC5002 

Adult patient gown (3), socks, tooth care swabs (12), hair brush, 
body wipes (8), Dry-it™ Towels (2). Box of 15 kits.

48 Hour Patient Care Kit - Youth  MC5003 

Youth patient gown (3), youth socks, tooth care swabs (12), hair 
brush, body wipes (8), Dry-it™ Towels (2). Box of 10 kits.

48 Hour Patient Care Kit - Infant  MC5005 

Baby gown (4), baby socks, baby wipes, diapers (8), Dry-it™ Towels (2).  
Box of 10 kits.

• Home Health and Hospice Planning

• Severe Weather Events Planning

• Loss of Community Support Planning

• General Chemical Spill Planning

• Emergency Decon Operations Planning
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Privacy Cube  MC5022
Provide needed privacy space quickly and efficiently with the Privacy Cube. 
The Privacy Cube assembles to create a square-shaped area with  
a variety of emergency response uses. See page 17. 

MASS CARE

DQE offers a wide variety of emergency medical supplies to 

enhance your medical surge or alternate care facility.

Pillows  MC4008 

Single patient use disposable  
pillows. 16" x 22". Box of 25.

Blankets  MC4009

100% Polyester blankets.  
40" x 80". Box of 25.

Emergency Warming Blankets  
MC4023

Mylar® warming blankets. Unfolded: 55"  
x 82"; folded: 3" x 5" x 1". Box of 25.

Patient Lifter  MC4010 

Four handles per side, one per end. 
650 lb capacity. Box of 10.

Dry-it™ Disposable Towels  
HM705 

Roll of 100, 19" x 42" super absorbent,  
disposable towels. Sold individually.  
See page 14.

Blood Pressure Cuff Covers (not shown)  MC4018 

Made of impervious material to prevent cross contamination.  
Will not affect BP readings. Adult size; Box of 20.

Privacy Curtain  MC4022 

70" H x 63" W, PVC frame, 3 lb, collapsible. Ships unassembled for easy 
storage. Sold individually. Includes one replacement screen. See page 17. 

MC4022RS    Replacement Screens, pack of 3.

Biohazard Bags and 
Dispenser  MC4013 

Roll of 20 red collection bags with 
“Biohazard” marking, foldable PVC 
frame. Deployed: 19" x 24" x 27", 
folded: 19" x 3" x 33". Sold 
individually.

 
Biohazard Bag Refill  
HM4013R 

31" x 43", 1.2 mil, red, 30 gallon. 
Roll of 20.

MEDICAL SURGE SUPPLIES
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SafePaq® Plus  HM5912  
The SafePaq Plus includes head 
protection, for users that are not 
wearing a PAPR. Available in sizes 
S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL. Contains: 
10 individually-wrapped kits in a 
convenient dispenser box.  
See page 20. 

800-355-4628 | www.dqeready.comMASS CARE

SafePaq®  HM5911

Certified blood and virus protection 
kits. One FDA cleared, Kappler® 
ProVent® 10,000 blood and fluid 
resistant coverall with attached 
hood, elastic wrists, and skid 
resistant integrated boots. Two pairs 
of 5 mil Nitrile exam gloves (2 sizes). 
One N95 respirator. One pair of 
indirect vent safety glasses. 10 per 
dispenser box. See page 20. 

StatPaq™  HM4911C 

One-size-fits-most, fluid resistant 
gown, N95 mask, two sizes of nitrile 
exam gloves, goggles, shoe covers. 
Packaged individually; 10 per 
dispenser box. See page 21.

Disposable Lab Coats  
MC4012

2 sizes – M and XL in stock, other sizes 
available by special order. Box of 10. 
See page 21.

IV Pole  MC4019

Aluminum construction is cost-effective, portable, 
and sturdy, allowing for gravity fed infusions. Height 
adjusts from 28" to 72". Sold individually.

Disposable Stethoscope  MC4017 

Designed for single patient use. Perfect for 
infectious areas. Box of 10.

3M™ Aura™ Health Care 
Particulate Respirator  
and Surgical Mask 1870+, 
N95   HM5210
Individually wrapped. Box of 20.  
See page 28.

Sharps Disposal Container  
MC4024  
One gallon. Locks for final disposal. 
Multiple sizes available. Sold 
individually.
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Heavy-Duty Body Bags  MC4050

Heavy-duty transport body bags with reinforced nylon strapping and 
dielectrically sealed seams for support, strength, and fluid 
retention. Contains 25 mil. embossed PVC, 36" x 90" zippered body 
bag, and (3) ID tags. Box of 5.

Post-Mortem Shroud Kits  MC4045

For use with a body bag. Contains 54" x 108" plastic shroud sheet, 
(3) 36" ties, (2) 60" ties, (3) ID tags, and (1) cellulose chin strap.  
Pack of 10.

Body Bags
Economical body bags. Contains 8 mil, zippered vinyl body bag, and (3) ID 
tags. Pack of 10.

MC4044 Adult - 36" x 90"

CTMC40211 Youth - 28" x 48"

Bedpans  MC4025

Graduated to 800 mL. 11 3/4" x 14 3/4" x 5". Box of 25.

Urine/Emesis Bags   MC4035

A convenience bag that works efficiently to 
contain urine or emesis (vomit). This 
inexpensive, compact, dual purpose device 
can be stockpiled to prepare for mass care 
events. Box of 40.

Germicidal Disposable 
Wipes  MC4011 

For use on surfaces and equipment. EPA 
Reg. No. 9480-4. Meets CDC criteria for 
use against the Ebola virus. Box of 50.

Post-Mortem Kits
Necessary supplies for handling the deceased. Each kit contains 36" x 90" 
body bag, shroud kit, and absorbent pad. Box of 10 kits. 

MC4020   Adult - 36" x 90" body bag

MC4021   Pediatric - 28" x 48" body bag

Male Urinals  MC4026

Graduated to 32 oz/1000 mL. Box of 25.
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View Video  
How to use the Sani-Bag+® Commode Liner

www.dqeready.com/SaniBag
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Baby Diapers MC4033

Side panel and cloth-like outer cover keep skin dry, while a polymer 
controls odor. No-tear tape surface allows refastening to reduce waste. 
Latex-free. Available in sizes 4 (160 per case) and 6 (120 per case).

Pee-Wee® Unisex Urine Bag    
RH4001   
A safe, sanitary, convenient, biodegradable 
way to ‘pee’ when plumbing’s not available.  
Includes a waste gelling/deodorizing agent 
inside the bag. Slip resistant unisex collar can 
be used by men or women. Snap-close bag with 
no spills and no contact. Gels 24 oz. of liquid 
waste. Biodegradable bag can be disposed of 
in normal trash. Box of 50.

Bedside Commode  MC4029

Deluxe 4-in-1 steel unit easily 
converts for use as a stationary 
commode, raised toilet seat or a toilet 
safety frame. 10-quart capacity 
commode bucket with cover and 
splash shield is included. Box of 4.

Odor Eliminator  MC4048

Non-scented odor eliminator that combines with 
odor molecules to remove odors resulting from 
necrotic tissue, urine, or feces. 1fl. oz spray 
bottles, 48 per case.

Adult Disposable Absorbent Briefs  MC4027 

Fits 40" - 50" waist. Box of 80.

Sani-Bag+® Commode Liner
The Sani-Bag® is a commode/bedpan liner that provides human bio-waste 
management by containing and gelling waste for easy, sanitary disposal without a 
need for water. The Sani-Bag+® Commode/Bedpan liner consists of a funnel shaped 
biodegradable bag that contains a specially formulated waste treatment powder. 
The powder turns liquid to solid for easy, mess-free disposal. It also has a 
deodorizer to control odor and a catalyst that aids in decomposition. After use, 
simply remove the bag, roll it over the seal, and dispose of it in the trash. The 
Sani-Bag helps reduce the risk of spreading infections, like c.diff. 

MC4031 100 individually wrapped, 4 dispenser boxes of 25

MC4031-200 200 bulk pack, not individually wrapped
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EMERGENCY BEDS, COTS & MORE
Beds are sold in quantities of 5 or more.

Deluxe Adjustable Bed with IV Pole
The most useful bed for medical care, this adjustable steel bed can easily 
be adjusted to 4 headrest and 4 leg positions. Custom sizes are available.

MC4032 Deluxe Adjustable Bed with IV Pole

MC4032-SR Deluxe Adjustable Bed with IV Pole and 2 Side-Rails

Deluxe Adjustable Beds (10) with Cart  MC4032CART

The mobile cart holds the 10 Deluxe Adjustable Beds, has attached swivel 
wheels, and fits through standard hospital doors. Empty cart can be used 
for storage during an incident.

Extra Wide Cots (15) with Cart  MC4028CART

The mobile cart holds 15 Extra Wide Cots, has attached swivel wheels, 
and fits through standard hospital doors. Empty cart can be used for 
storage during an incident.

   Specifications:

•   22" height, including 2" vinyl covered foam mattress that  
attaches to steel bed frame

•  Adjustable headrest and feet elevation - 4 elevations each 
•  Attachable 66" IV pole
•  Size open: 33" x 82" x 22" 
•  Size closed: 33" x 42" x 8" 
•  Weight capacity: 425 lb
•  Unit weight: 31 lb

   Specifications:

•   Dimensions: 37" x 42" x 82"
•  Weight (with beds): 600 lb

   Specifications:

•   Dimensions: 37" x 42" x 82"
•  Weight (with beds): 500 lb

Extra Wide Cot  MC4028

A perfect combination of added comfort and size. This economical  
cot is designed for easy storage: simply pull mattress through frame  
opening on the underside of the bed, and fold at hinges. Custom sizes 
are available.

   Specifications:

•    15" height, including 1.5" vinyl covered foam mattress that  
attaches to steel bed frame

•  Size open: 33.5" x 70.5" x 15"
•  Size closed: 34" x 36" x 4"
•  Weight capacity: 375 lb
•  Unit weight: 28 lb
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Adjustable Beds (10) with Cart  MC4030CART

The mobile cart holds 10 Adjustable Beds, has attached swivel wheels, 
and fits through standard hospital doors. Empty cart can be used for 
storage during an incident. 

Economy Cots (20) with Cart  MC4039CART

The mobile cart holds 20 Economy Cots, has attached swivel wheels, and 
fits through standard hospital doors. Empty cart can be used for storage 
during an incident.

   Specifications:

•   Dimensions: 37" x 42" x 82"
•  Weight (with beds): 450 lb

   Specifications:

•   Dimensions: 37" x 42" x 82"
•  Weight (with beds): 600 lb

Adjustable Bed
More versatile than a standard cot, this collapsible bed allows head and 
feet to be adjusted independently. Custom sizes are available.

MC4030 Adjustable Bed

MC4030-IV Adjustable Bed with attached IV Pole

   Specifications:

•   15.5" height, including 1.5" vinyl covered foam mattress that  
attaches to steel bed frame

•  3 position headrest and extensions to elevate legs 
•  Size open: 25.5" x 70.75" x 15.5" 
•  Size closed: 25.5" x 35.5" x 5" 
•  Weight capacity: 375 lb 
•  Unit weight: 23 lb

Economy Cot  MC4039

Tempered steel springs support the 100% polyester fabric with PVC backing. 
Custom sizes are available.

   Specifications:

•  Steel bed frame
•  Size open: 26" x 72" x 15"
•  Size closed: 26" x 36" x 6"
•  Weight capacity: 375 lb
•  Unit weight: 22 lb

Make sure your beds are available when and where you need them 
with bed carts that provide ease of storage and movement.
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Army Cot  MC4046

The Army cot offers enhanced stability, along with compact storage to maximize space.  
Carry bag with shoulder strap for each cot included. Box of 2.

Folding Chair  MC4047

This comfortable and sturdy folding chair is economical for any alternative care, 
decon, or HazMat site. The chair folds to 1" thick for easy storage. 

Cholera Bed 
Allows healthcare providers to care for the specific needs of patients with cholera. Has a 
7" hole in the nylon deck to allow weak and severely ill patients to go to the bathroom 
without leaving the bed. 

MC4038 Cholera Bed

MC4038IV Cholera Bed with IV Pole

MC4038R Cholera Bed Replacement Deck

   Specifications:

•  Steel bed frame
•  Size open: 78" x 28" x 18"
•  Size closed:  7" x 4" x 38"
•  Weight capacity: 500 lb
•  Unit weight: 19 lb 
•  Quick setup with foot activated locking lever 

   Specifications:

•  3/4" Heavy-duty steel tube 
•  Seat height: 17" 
•  Open size: 16"W x 17"L x 29"H 
•  Folded size: 16"W x 24"L x 1" thick 
•  Weight limit: 300 lb
•  Unit weight: 4 lb

   Specifications:

•  Size open: 26" x 72" x 15"
•  Size closed: 26" x 36" x 6"
•  Weight capacity: 375 lb
•  Unit weight: 17 lb
•  100% polyester fabric deck with PVC backing
•  7" hole in nylon deck
•  Cholera Bed with IV Pole (MC4038IV) has an attachable 66" IV pole
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Pandemic Screening Shelter Package 
The Pandemic Screening Shelter Package contains the products 
needed to set up a temporary pandemic screening area outside of 
your hospital. By screening for the flu prior to entering the hospital, 
flu patients can be triaged and directed appropriately to keep staff 
and others patients safe, and reduce the spread of the flu.

MCK6000 Pandemic Screening Shelter Package

MCK6000H Pandemic Screening Shelter Package with Heater

Pandemic Screening PPE Package  MCK6001

The Pandemic Screening PPE Package contains the personal 
protective items needed to keep your staff safe when working with 
potential flu patients. 

Pandemic Screening Total Solution  MCK6005

The Pandemic Total Solution Package combines the Pandemic 
Screening Shelter with Heater Package (MCK6000H) and the 
Pandemic Screening PPE Package (MCK6001) for thorough  
pandemic preparedness.

   Package Contains:

•  10' x 10' shelter with sidewalls (1)
•  Shelter lights (3)
•  Folding tables (2)
•  Folding chairs (4)
•  Biohazard bag holder with bags (1)
•  Clock
•  Check in/out sign
•  Extension cord with 3-way tap

   Package Contains:

•   SafePaq® Plus Blood and Virus Protection Suit Kits -  
L/XL HM5912 (2 boxes of 10 each)

•   SafePaq® Plus Blood and Virus Protection Suit Kits -  
2X/3X HM5912 (2 boxes of 10 each) 

•  Nitrile exam gloves - S (5 boxes of 100 gloves)
•  Nitrile exam gloves - L (5 boxes of 100 gloves) 
•  Blank white ID vests (6)

PANDEMIC SCREENING
Products and packages for safely screening patients during the flu season.



On-Demand ®

eLearning for Healthcare Preparedness

DQE-On-Demand®  is a subscription-based, online training program 
that uses professionally produced animation to teach procedures and 
demonstrate skills clearly and effectively. Created in response to hospital 
requests for more efficient and affordable training, DQE-On-Demand 
is a scalable solution that provides 24-hour access for ultimate 
flexibility. With a full range of materials developed by national 
medical and preparedness experts, DQE-On-Demand is the most 
comprehensive and effective eLearning program available 
today.

LEARN SKILLS THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE 
CURRICULUM 
Available programs include: Decontamination, HICS, and 
Evacuation. All containing the latest hospital emergency 
preparedness best practices, skills, and techniques. 

TRAIN STAFF AT THEIR OWN PACE ON A VARIETY 
OF DEVICES 
Programs are broken down into small 15-30 minute 
courses, so staff can view them at any time, with 24-hour 
online access. With DQE-On-Demand now available on 
mobile devices, there are even more ways to learn.

TRACK LEARNING PROGRESS 
Track the training progress of individual staff or entire 
hospitals through custom, exportable reports.

EASILY COMMUNICATE TRAINING GOALS 
As a Program Administrator, you can post bulletins for staff 
to communicate facility-specific information. 

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
Staff is kept current through relevant news feeds and an 
extensive library of downloads and reference manuals. 
Use the Upload Zone to store documents related to your 
facility’s Emergency Management program.

EXPAND ACCESS WITH SCALABLE OPTIONS 
Whether you need to train a dozen individuals or a dozen 
hospitals, accounts can be easily added and managed. 
Flexible, affordable subscription options allow you to 
choose the training that fits your needs and budget.

Now Available 
on  

Tablets!

HOW DQE-ON-DEMAND® WORKS FOR YOU

DISCOVER DQE-ON-DEMAND® ELEARNING
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DQE-ON-DEMAND® ELEARNING FOR HEALTHCARE 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS  can help you achieve your staff training goals in a 

simple, engaging way. Join the thousands of healthcare personnel that are using DQE-On-Demand for 

their emergency preparedness training and sustainment needs. 

ELEARNING DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR HOSPITAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Now Available 
on  

Tablets!

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTSSINGLE HOSPITAL & REGIONAL PROGRAM 
ADMINISTRATORS

• Learn Decontamination, Hospital Incident Command, 
and Evacuation skills at your own pace through short 
animated courses.

• Take online exams to evaluate comprehension of key 
concepts.

• Supplement learning with an expanding library of 
articles, videos and manuals related to emergency 
management.

• Receive key communications from DQE-On-Demand 
Program Administrators.

• Track your progress & download and print reports to 
track completion.

• Revisit courses, as needed, to keep your skills fresh.

• Easily add staff to DQE-On-Demand with bulk 
upload tools. Enter their name and email, students 
finish the rest of the sign up process themselves.

• Don’t worry about your seats expiring before you’ve 
had a chance to use them. Seats don’t begin their 
one year expiration until the student has begun 
the learning process.

• Send and receive key communications to staff and 
other Program Administrators through the bulletin 
board and emails.

• Access the expanding library of articles, videos and 
manuals related to emergency management.

• Use the Upload Zone to store planning and training 
documents related to your Emergency Management 
team.

• Monitor progress of students and download 
customizable reports.

Ready to get started with DQE-On-Demand? Contact us 800-355-4628 or info@dqeready.com

DISCOVER DQE-ON-DEMAND® ELEARNING

View Video  
Learn more about the key features of DQE-On-Demand.
www.dqeready.com/DQEOnDemand
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DQE INFORMATION AND POLICIES
DQE MANUFACTURING WARRANTY
Products manufactured by DQE carry a lifetime warranty against manufacturing and material defects. In addition, DQE offers one free replacement 
part over the life of any shower we manufacture (part code from product insert required). Warranties for products manufactured by companies other 
than DQE are subject to the limits and restrictions listed by the respective manufacturer. Contact DQE for details on specific manufacturer 
warranties. DQE reserves the right to deny warranty coverage if product has been mishandled or abused. DQE reserves the right to replace or repair 

a warranted product at its discretion.

ORDERS
All orders are subject to approval by DQE Inc., Indianapolis, IN. Orders will be acknowledged within 24 business hours of receipt and can be placed 

by mail, email,phone or fax with VISA/Mastercard/Discover/AMEX or purchase order.

PRICES
Prices are net and subject to change without notice. The pricing in effect on the date the order is received is the amount that will be charged. 

RETURNS
All returns must be authorized by DQE Customer Service. After 30 days from sale, merchandise approved for return will be eligible for DQE credit 
only and a restocking charge of 10% will be deducted from the final credit. The customer is responsible for all shipping charges on returned 

merchandise after 30 days from sale.

SHIPPING
There is no minimum size. All orders ship FOB shipping point. Shipping and insurance charges are paid by the customer. We cannot deliver  
to a PO, APO or FPO address.

FREE SHIPPING POLICY
Free shipping is provided on most orders $10,000 and above within the continental U.S. DQE reserves the right to assess shipping charges  
for any special or unforeseen circumstances. Free shipping exclusions are as follows:

• Distributors with contract pricing and other existing rebate offers
• Luminite Light Tower(s) (RP4521, RP4522, RP4524, RP4524, RP4531, RP4532, RP4534)
• All overpack container products and collection barrels (HMS1720-HMS1795, HM450)
• Customized product orders
• Accessorial shipping services are not included

PAYMENT TERMS
Payment on purchase orders is due within 30 days of order. Payments after 30 days will be assessed a fee of 1.5% per month on the balance. 

TAXES
Sales or other taxes are added to invoice as required. Tax exempt customers must include proof of sales tax exemption with order.  

CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations can be made if an order is open; product material has not been committed to at the factory or with a vendor; and the product  

is not in an active shipping status or closed. 

PPE RETURN POLICY
Due to the hazardous nature of using personal protective equipment, PPE products are not eligible for return.

MASS CARE RETURN POLICY
DQE is unable to accept returns or exchanges on Mass Care products, which are designated by “MC” at the beginning of the product number. Contact 
DQE for product samples prior to purchase.
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THE DQE GUARANTEE
DQE guarantees satisfaction for every product it sells. If you are not 

completely satisfied with any product (custom orders excluded) purchased 

from DQE, return it for a full credit (some exclusions may apply). 

Products manufactured by DQE carry a lifetime warranty against 

manufacturing and material defects. In addition, DQE offers one free 

replacement part over the life of any shower we manufacture (with part 

code from shower instruction sheet). Warranties for products 

manufactured by companies other than DQE are subject to the limits and 

restrictions listed by the respective manufacturer. DQE reserves the right to 

deny warranty coverage if product has been mishandled or abused. DQE 

reserves the right to replace or repair a warranted product at its 

discretion.

     CONTACT US:
 Phone: 800-355-4628
 Fax: 317-295-9822
 Web: www.dqeready.com
 Email: info@dqeready.com

®
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Ordering with DQE is Easy!
Order online at www.dqeready.com where you can upload  
a purchase order or purchase by credit card (we accept  
VISA, Mastercard, Discover, and American Express).

Submit a purchase order via fax at 317-295-9822 or email 
at orders@dqeready.com. 

Our knowledgeable in-house product experts are ready to help 
with any questions you have. Contact us at 800-355-4628. 

800-355-4628 | www.dqeready.com


